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Abstract. Recently, several approaches to updating knowledge bases modeled
as extended logic programs have been introduced, ranging from basic methods to
incorporate (sequences of) sets of rules into a logic program, to more elaborate
methods which use an update policy for specifying how updates must be incor-
porated. In this paper, we introduce a framework for reasoning about evolving
knowledge bases, which are represented as extended logic programs and main-
tained by an update policy. We first describe a formal model which captures vari-
ous update approaches, and we define a logical language for expressing properties
of evolving knowledge bases. We then investigate semantical and computational
properties of our framework, where we focus on properties ofknowledge states
with respect to the canonical reasoning task of whether a given formula holds
on a given evolving knowledge base. In particular, we present finitary character-
izations of the evolution for certain classes of framework instances, which can
be exploited for obtaining decidability results. In more detail, we characterize
the complexity of reasoning for some meaningful classes of evolving knowledge
bases, ranging from polynomial to double exponential spacecomplexity.

Keywords: logic program updates, nonmonotonic knowledge bases, knowledge base
evolution, temporal reasoning, answer sets, program equivalence, computational com-
plexity

1 Introduction

Updating knowledge bases is an important issue in the area ofdata and knowledge rep-
resentation. While this issue has been studied extensivelyin the context of classical
knowledge bases (cf., e.g., [31, 19]), attention to it in thearea of nonmonotonic knowl-
edge bases, in particular in logic programming, is more recent. Various approaches to
evaluating logic programs in the light of new information have been presented. The
proposals range from basic methods to incorporate an updateU , given by a set of rules,
or a sequence of such updatesU1, . . . , Un, into a (nonmonotonic) logic programP [2,
34, 21, 13], to more general methods which use anupdate policyto specify, by means
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of update actions, how the updatesU1, . . . , Un should be incorporated into the current
state of knowledge [28, 3, 15]. Using these approaches, queries to the knowledge base,
like “is a factf true inP after updatesU1, . . . , Un?”, can then be evaluated.

Notably, the formulation of such queries is treated on an ad hoc basis, and more
involved queries such as “is a factf true in P after updatesU1, . . . , Un and possi-
bly further updates?” are not considered. More generally, reasoning about an evolving
knowledge baseKB , maintained using an update policy, is not formally addressed.
However, it is desirable to know about properties of the contents of the evolving knowl-
edge base, which also can be made part of a specification for anupdate policy. For
example, it may be important to know that a facta is always true inKB , or that a factb
is never true inKB . Analogous issues, calledmaintenanceandavoidance, have recently
been studied in the agent community [33]. Other properties may involve more complex
temporal relationships, which relate the truth of facts in the knowledge base over time.
A simple example of this sort is the property that whenever the factmessage to(tom),
which intuitively means that a message should be sent to Tom,is true inKB at some
point, then the factsent message to(tom), representing that a message has been sent
to Tom, will be true in the evolving knowledge base at some point in the future.

Main problems addressed.In this paper, we aim at a framework for expressing rea-
soning problems over evolving knowledge bases, which are modeled as extended logic
programs [20] and may be maintained by an update policy as mentioned above. In par-
ticular, we are interested in a logical language for expressing properties of the evolving
knowledge base, whose sentences can be evaluated using a clear-cut formal seman-
tics. The framework should, on the one hand, be general enough to capture different
approaches to incorporating updatesU1, . . . , Un into a logic programP and, on the
other hand, pay attention to the specific nature of the problem. Furthermore, it should
be possible to evaluate a formula, which specifies a desired evolution behavior, across
different realizations of update policies based on different definitions.

Main results. The main contributions and results of this paper are summarized as fol-
lows.

(1) We introduce a formal model in which various approaches for updating extended
logic programs can be expressed. In particular, we introduce the concept of anevolution
frame, which is a structureEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 whose components serve to
describe the evolution of knowledge states of an agent associated with the knowledge
base. This structure comprises

– a logic programming semantics,Bel, for extended logic programsP , resp. se-
quences(P1, P2, . . . , Pm) of extended logic programsPi, over an alphabetA;

– a nonempty class ofevents, which are sets of rules communicated to the agent; and
– an update frame〈AC, Π, ρ〉, consisting of a set of update actionsAC, an update

policyΠ , and a realization assignmentρ, which together specify how to incorpo-
rateevents, which are sets of rules drawn from a class of possible eventsEC and
communicated to the agent, into the knowledge base.

In our framework, aknowledge states = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉 of the agent consists of
an initial knowledge baseKB , given by an extended logic program over the alphabet
A, and a sequence of eventsE1, . . . , En. Associated with the knowledge states is the
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belief setBel(s) of the agent, which comprises all formulas which the agent beliefs to
hold given its state of knowledge.
The agent reacts on an event by adapting its belief state through the update policyΠ ,
which singles out update actionsA ⊆ AC from a set of possible update actionsAC
for application. These update actions are executed, at a physical level, by compilation,
using the realization assignmentρ, into a single logic programP , resp. a sequence of
logic programs(P0, . . . , Pn), denotedcompEF (s). The belief setBel(s) is then given
by the belief set of the compiled knowledge state, and is obtained by applying the belief
operatorBel(·) for (sequences of) logics programs tocompEF (s). Suitable choices of
EF allow one to model different settings of logic program updates, such as [2, 28, 21,
13].

(2) We define the syntax and, based on evolution frames, the semantics of a logical
language for reasoning about evolving knowledge bases, which employs linear and
branching-time operators familiar from Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [17]. Using
this language, properties of an evolving knowledge base canbe formally stated and
evaluated in a systematic fashion, rather than ad hoc. For example, the maintenance
problem from above can be expressed by a formulaAG a, and the avoidance problem
by a formulaAG∼b; the property about Tom’s messages is expressed by

AG(message to(tom)→ AFsent message to(tom)).

(3) We investigate semantical properties of knowledge states for reasoning. Since in
principle a knowledge base may evolve forever, we are in particular concerned with
obtaining finitary characterizations of evolution. To thisend, we introduce various no-
tions of equivalence between knowledge states, and show several filtration results: un-
der certain properties of the components ofEF , evolution of a knowledge states in an
evolution frameEF can be described by a finite transition graphG⋆(s,EF ), which is
a subgraph bisimilar to the whole natural transition graphG(s,EF ) over knowledge
states that includes an arc froms1 = 〈KB , E1, . . . , En〉 to every immediate succes-
sor states2 = 〈KB , E1, . . . , En, En+1〉. In some cases,G⋆(s,EF ) is constructible by
exploiting locality properties of the belief operatorBel(·) and increasing compilations
compEF (·), while in others it results by canonization of the knowledgestates.
In a concrete case study, we establish this for evolution frames which model policies in
theEPI framework for logic program updates using the answer set semantics [15], as
well as for the LUPS [3, 4] and LUPS∗ policies [24] under the dynamic stable model
semantics [1, 2]. Similar results apply to updates under other semantics in the literature.

(4) We derive complexity results for reasoning. Namely, we analyze the problem of
deciding, given an evolution frameEF , a knowledge states, and a formulaϕ, whether
EF , s |= ϕ holds. While this problem is undecidable in general, we single out sev-
eral cases in which the problem is decidable, adopting some general assumptions about
the underlying evolution frame. In this way, we identify meaningful conditions under
which the problem ranges from PSPACE up to2-EXPSPACE complexity. We then ap-
ply this to theEPI framework under the answer set semantics [15, 16], and show that
its propositional fragment has PSPACE-complexity. Similar results might be derived for
the LUPS and LUPS∗ frameworks. We also consider the complexity of sequences ofex-
tended logic programs (ELPs) and generalized logic programs (GLPs), respectively. We
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show that deciding whether two sequencesP = (P0, . . . , Pn) andQ = (Q0, . . . , Qm)
of propositional ELPs are strongly equivalent under the update answer set semantics,
i.e., whether for every sequenceR = (R0, . . . , Rk), k ≥ 0, the concatenated sequences
P + R andQ + R have the same belief sets, is coNP-complete. This result is not imme-
diate, since potentially infinitely many pairsP+R andQ+R need to be checked. Thus,
testing strong equivalence between sequences of ELPs is notmore expensive than stan-
dard inference of a literal from all answer sets of an ELP (cf.[12]). Analogous results
hold for sequences of GLPs.

To the best of our knowledge, no similar effort to formally express reasoning about
evolving nonmonotonic knowledge bases at a level as considered here has been put
forth so far. By expressing various approaches in our framework, we obtain a formal se-
mantics for reasoning problems in them. Furthermore, results about properties of these
approaches (e.g., complexity results) may be concluded from the formalism by this em-
bedding, as we illustrate for theEPI framework. Note that J. Leite, in his recent Ph.D.
thesis [25], considers properties of evolving logic programs in a language inspired by
our EPI language [15, 16], and derives some properties for dynamic logic programs
similar to properties for update programs derived in Section 7.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we give some basic
definitions and fix notation. In Section 3, we introduce our notion of an evolution frame,
which is the basic setting for describing update formalisms, and in Section 4, we show
how different approaches to updating logic programs can be captured by it. In Section 5,
we then define the syntax and semantics of our logical language for reasoning about
evolving knowledge bases. Section 6 is devoted to the study of equivalence relations
over knowledge states, which are useful for filtration of theinfinite transition graph that
arises from an evolving knowledge base. In particular, conditions are investigated under
which a restriction to a finite subgraph is feasible. After that, we address in Section 7
the complexity of reasoning. Related work is discussed in Section 8, where we also
draw some conclusions and outline issues for further research.

2 Preliminaries

We consider knowledge bases represented asextended logic programs(ELPs) [20],
which are finite sets of rules built over a first-order alphabet A using default negation
not and strong negation¬. A rule has the form

r : L0 ← L1, . . . , Lm,not Lm+1, . . . ,not Ln, (1)

where eachLi is a literal of formA or ¬A, whereA is an atom overA. For a literal
L, thecomplementary literal, ¬L, is ¬A if L = A, andA if L = ¬A, for some atom
A. For a setS of literals, we define¬S = {¬L | L ∈ S}. We also denote byLitA
the setA ∪ ¬A of all literals overA. The set of all rules is denoted byLA. We call
L0 theheadof r (denoted byH(r)), and the set{L1, . . . , Lm,not Lm+1, . . . ,not Ln}
the bodyof r (denoted byB(r)). We defineB+(r) = {L1, . . . , Lm} andB−(r) =
{Lm+1, . . . , Ln}. We allow the case whereL0 is absent fromr, providingB(r) 6= ∅;
such a ruler is called aconstraint. If H(r) = {L0} andB(r) = ∅, thenr is called
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fact. We often writeL0 for a factr = L0 ←. Further extensions, e.g.,not in the rule
head [2], might be added to fit other frameworks.

An update program, P, is a sequence(P0, . . . , Pn) of ELPs (n ≥ 0), representing
the evolution of programP0 in the light of new rulesP1, . . . , Pn. We sometimes use
∪P to denote the set of all rules occurring inP, i.e.,∪P =

⋃n

i=1 Pi. The semantics of
update programs can abstractly be described in terms of a belief operatorBel(·), which
associates with every sequenceP a setBel(P) ⊆ LA of rules, intuitively viewed as the
consequences ofP.Bel(·) may be instantiated in terms of various proposals for update
semantics, like, e.g., the approaches described in [2, 34, 21, 13, 28].

2.1 Update answer sets

For concrete examples, we consider the answer set semanticsfor propositional update
programs as introduced in [13, 14], as well as the semantics for dynamic logic pro-
grams as defined in [2, 25]. The former semantics defines answer sets of a sequence of
ELPs,P = (P0, . . . , Pn), in terms of answers sets of a single ELPP as follows. An
interpretation, S, is a set of classical literals containing no opposite literalsA and¬A.
The rejection set, Rej (S,P), of P with respect to an interpretationS is Rej (S,P) =
⋃n

i=0 Rej i(S,P), whereRejn(S,P) = ∅, and, forn > i ≥ 0, Rej i(S,P) contains
every ruler ∈ Pi such thatH(r′) = ¬H(r) andS |= B(r) ∪ B(r′), for some
r′ ∈ Pj \ Rej j(S,P) with j > i. That is,Rej (S,P) contains the rules inP which
are rejected by unrejected rules from later updates. Then, an interpretationS is anan-
swer setof P = (P0, . . . , Pn) iff S is a consistent answer set [20] of the program
P =

⋃

i Pi \ Rej (S,P), i.e.,S is a minimal consistent set of literals closed under the
rules of thereductPS = {H(r) ← B+(r) | r ∈ P andB−(r) ∩ S = ∅}. The set of
all answer sets ofP is denoted byU(P). This definition properly generalizes consistent
answer sets from single ELPs to sequences of ELPs. Nevertheless, we useAS(P ) to
denote the set of all answer sets of a single ELPP . Moreover, an ELPP is calledin-
consistentif it has no consistent answer set, i.e.,AS(P ) = ∅. Update answer sets for
arbitrary (non-ground) update programsP are defined in terms of its ground instance
similar as answer sets for ELPs [20].

Example 1.Let P0 = {b ← not a, a ←}, P1 = {¬a ←, c ←}, andP2 = {¬c ←}.
Then,P0 has the single answer setS0 = {a} with Rej (S0, P0) = ∅; (P0, P1) has
answer setS1 = {¬a, c, b} with Rej (S1, (P0, P1)) = {a ←}; and(P0, P1, P2) has
the unique answer setS2 = {¬a,¬c, b} with Rej (S2, (P0, P1, P2)) = {c←, a←}.

The belief operatorBelE(·) in the framework of [13] is given byBelE(P) = {r ∈
LA | S |= r for all S ∈ U(P)}, whereS |= r means that for each ground instancer′ of
r, eitherH(r′)∈ S, orL /∈S for someL ∈ B(r′), orL∈ S for somenot L ∈ B(r′).

2.2 Dynamic answer sets

By the termdynamic answer setswe refer to the extension of dynamic stable models,
defined for sequences ofgeneralized logic programs(GLPs) by Alfereset al. [2], to
the three-valued case. In GLPs, default negation may appearin the head of rules, but
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strong negation is excluded. The definition of dynamic stable models uses a slightly
non-standard concept of stable models, where weakly negated literalsnot A (A some
atom) are treated like ordinary propositional atoms, and rules A0 ← A1, . . . , Am,
not Am+1, . . . ,not An are viewed asHorn clauses. Accordingly, an interpretationI
is in this context understood as a set of atoms and weakly negated atoms such that
A ∈ I iff not A /∈ I holds for each atomA. To distinguish it from a usual interpre-
tation, we call it ageneralized interpretation. As usual, a setB, comprising atoms and
weakly negated atoms, is true in a generalized interpretationI, symbolicallyI |= B, iff
B ⊆ I. Towards defining stable models, the following notation is required:

Let, for a set of atomsA, not A stand for the set{not A | A ∈ A}. Further-
more, forM ⊆ A ∪ not A, we setM− = {not A | not A ∈ M}, and, forZ ∈
A ∪ not A, we definenot Z = not A if Z = A andnot Z = A if Z = not A.
For a programP overA, the deductive closure,CnA(P ), is given by the set{L |
L ∈ A ∪ not A andP ⊢ L},whereP is interpreted as a propositional Horn theory and
“⊢” denotes classical derivability. A generalized interpretationS is a stable model of a
programP iff S = CnA(P ∪ S−).

Let P = (P0, . . . , Pn) be a sequence of GLPs overA, and letI be a generalized
interpretation. Alfereset al. [2] introduce the following concepts:

Rejected(I,P) =
⋃n

i=0{r ∈ Pi | ∃r′ ∈ Pj , for somej ∈ {i+ 1, . . . , n}, such
that H(r′) = not H(r) andI |= B(r) ∪B(r′)};

Defaults(I,P) = {not A |6 ∃r in P such thatH(r) = A andI |= B(r)}.

A setS ⊆ A∪ not A is adynamic stable modelof P iff

S = Cn((∪P \Rejected(S,P)) ∪Defaults(S,P)).

We remark that Alfereset al. defined dynamic stable models ofP as projectionsS =
S′ ∩ (A ∪ not A) of the stable models of a single GLP,P⊕, resulting from a transfor-
mation (for a detailed definition cf. [2]), and then proved the above characterization as
a result.

Alferes et al. [2] defined also an extension of their semantics to the three-valued
case: LetP = (P0, . . . , Pn) be a sequence of ELPs overA. Then, a consistent setS ⊆
LitA is adynamic answer setof P iff S ∪ {not L | L ∈ LitA \ S} is a dynamic stable
model of the sequenceP = (P0, . . . , Pn ∪ {not A← ¬A, not ¬A← A | A ∈ A}) of
GLPs. Here, the rules in{not A ← ¬A, not ¬A ← A | A ∈ A} serve for emulating
classical negation through weak negation.

Example 2.Let, as in the previous example,P0 = {b ← not a, a ←}, P1 = {¬a ←,
c ←}, andP2 = {¬c ←} overA = {a, b, c}. Then,P0 has the single dynamic an-
swer setS0 = {a,not b,not c}, whereRejected(S0, P0) = ∅ andDefaults(S0, P0) =
{not b,not c}; the sequence(P0, P1) has the dynamic answer setS1 = {¬a, c, b},
whereRejected(S1, (P0, P1)) = { a ←} and Defaults(S1, (P0, P1)) = {not ¬b,
not ¬c}; and (P0, P1, P2) has the single dynamic answer setS2 = {¬a,¬c, b},
whereRejected(S2, (P0, P1, P2)) = { a ← , c ←} andDefaults(S2, (P0, P1, P2)) =
{not ¬b}. Note that in these simple examples, update answer sets and dynamic answer
sets coincide, which is not the case in general [14].
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Similarly to the belief operatorBelE(·), we can define a belief operatorBel⊕(·)
for dynamic stable models asBel⊕(P) = {r ∈ LA | S |= r for all S ∈ D(P)}, where
D(P) denotes the set of all dynamic stable models ofP.

Finally, we remark that while we defined answer sets and belief sets for sequences
of finite programs, they can be defined for sequences of possibly infinite programs in
an analogous way.

3 Knowledge-Base Evolution

We assume that the agent has an initial knowledge base,KB , in form of an extended
logic program, and a backgroundupdate policy, Π , describing the update behavior of
the agent, i.e., how it has to react when it receives new information from the envi-
ronment. Information arrives to the agent in form of a sequence ofevents, each event
being a finite set of rules from a givenevent class. The update policy specifies what
rules or facts have to be incorporated into or retracted fromthe knowledge base, de-
pending on the content of the event and on the belief set of theagent. The evolution of
the agent’sknowledge stateis thus completely described whenKB and a sequence of
eventsE1, . . . , En are given, provided an update policyΠ is specified.

3.1 Events and knowledge states

We start with the basic formal notions of aneventand of theknowledge stateof an agent
maintaining a knowledge base.

Definition 1. LetA be some alphabet. Anevent class overA (or simplyevent class,
if no ambiguity arises) is a collectionEC ⊆ 2LA of finite sets of rules. The members
E ∈ EC are calledevents.

Informally, EC describes the possible events (i.e., sets of communicated rules) an
agent may experience. In the most general case, an event is anarbitrary ELP; a plain
case is that an event just consists of a set of facts, which areformed over a subset of the
alphabet. In a deductive database setting, the latter case corresponds to an extensional
database that is undergoing change while the intensional part of the database remains
fixed.

Definition 2. LetEC an event class over some alphabetA. A knowledge state overEC
(simply, aknowledge state) is a tuples = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉, whereKB ⊆ LA is an
ELP (called initial knowledge base)and eachEi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is an event fromEC. The
length ofs, denoted|s|, isn. The set of all knowledge states overA givenEC is denoted
byKS (EC).

Intuitively, s = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉 captures the agent’s knowledge, starting from
its initial knowledge base. When a new eventEn+1 occurs, the current knowledge state
s changes tos′ = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En, En+1〉, and the agent should adapt its belief set in
accordance with the new event obeying its given update policy.
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3.2 Evolution frame

The “universe” in which the evolution of an agent’s knowledge base takes place is
given by the concept of anevolution frame, which comprises different components that
parameterize the update mechanism and the semantics used onthe evolving knowledge
base. This structure comprises, together with an alphabetA,

– a semantics,Bel(·), for ELPs, resp. sequences of ELPs, overA;
– a nonempty event classEC overA; and,
– anupdate frame〈AC, Π, ρ〉, consisting of a set ofupdate commandsAC, anupdate

policyΠ , and arealization assignmentρ, which together specify how to incorporate
events into the knowledge base.

In more detail, the components of an update frame are as follows.

Update commands.The update commands (oractions) inAC are names for commands
which are supposed to be executed on the knowledge base. Simple, elementary update
commands areinsert(r) anddelete(r), which add and remove a rule to a logic pro-
gram, respectively, without a sophisticated semantics handling potential inconsistencies
(which may be delegated to the underlying update semantics). More involved update
commands have been proposed in the literature (cf., e.g., [3, 15]). However, several up-
date frameworks can be modeled using these simple commands.The semantics (i.e.,
effects) of update actions are given by the realization assignment,ρ, which is described
below.

Update policy. The update policyΠ , which is a function mapping every pair(s, E)
of a knowledge states overEC (i.e., s ∈ KS(EC)) and an eventE ∈ EC into a set
Π(s, E) ⊆ AC of update commands, determineswhich actions should be executed.
Update policies allow for specifying sensible and flexible ways to react upon incoming
events. A very simple policy isΠins (s, E) = {insert(r) | r ∈ E}; it models an agent
which incorporates the new information unconditionally. More sophisticated policies
may define exceptions for the incorporation of rules from events, or the insertion of
rules may be conditioned on the belief in other rules.

Realization assignment.The realization assignmentρ assigns to each pair(s,A) of a
knowledge states overEC and a setA ⊆ AC of update commands a sequenceρ(s,A) =
(P0, . . . , Pn) of ELPsPi overA (0 ≤ i ≤ n). It associates in this way a meaning with
the set of actionsA which must be executed on the knowledge states, in terms of an
ELP, resp. a sequence of ELPs, and “realizes” the update in this way. The agent’s beliefs
from the updated knowledge base may then be given by the operatorBel(·) applied to
the result ofρ(s,A) as defined in Section 3.3 below.

Different possibilities for concrete realization assignmentsρmay be used. A simple
realization assignment,ρ±(s,A), which works for setsA of actions of forminsert(r)
anddelete(r), and assumes that each knowledge states is assigned with an ordinary
ELPP (s), is given by

ρ±(s,A) = (P (s) ∪ {r | insert(r) ∈ A}) \ {r | delete(r) ∈ A},
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i.e., the insertion and deletion commands inA are “physically” implemented, with no
further enforcement that consistency is preserved, or, as for deletion, thatr is actually
logically deleted from the knowledge base. Its restrictionto insertion commands is the
realization assignmentρins = (s,A) = P (s) ∪ {r | insert(r) ∈ A}, which may be
used in contexts where data are not physically removed, for whatever reasons.

More sophisticated realization assignments might block, at the logical level, the ap-
plicability of rules in the knowledge base, by using a sequence(P0, . . . , Pn) of ELPs
as a representation, and aim at enforcing consistency of theknowledge base. For in-
stance, in the dynamic logic programming semantics of sequences of ELPs in [2, 15],
more recent rules occur later in a sequence and override rules from programs which
occur earlier in the sequence; this mechanism is also used inthe EPI framework for
incorporating changes to the knowledge base at the logical level [15, 16].

In summary, we formally define an evolution frame as follows.Let, for any alphabet
A, denoteELP∗(A) the set of all sequencesP = (P0, . . . , Pn), n ≥ 0, of ELPsPi

overA.

Definition 3. Anevolution frameis a tupleEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉, where

– A is a finite(first-order) alphabet;
– EC is a nonempty event class overA;
– AC is a set of update commands(or actions);
– Π : KS (EC)× EC → 2AC is an update policy;
– ρ : KS (EC)× 2AC → ELP∗(A) is a realization assignment; and
– Bel : ELP∗(A)→ 2LA is a belief operator for sequences of ELPs.

The set of all knowledge states inEF , denoted bySEF , is given byKS(EC).

The concept of an evolution frame allows us to model various update approaches,
as we discuss below in Section 4.

3.3 Compilation and belief set

WhileΠ determineswhat to do, the realization assignmentρ stateshowthis should be
done. Informally,ρ(s,A) “executes” actionsA on the knowledge states by producing
a logic programP or, in general, a sequence of logic programsP. We can useρ to
“compile” a knowledge states into a (sequence of) logic programs, by determining the
set of actionsA from the last event ins. We introduce the following notation.

For any knowledge states = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉 over EC, denote byπi(s) =
〈KB ;E1, . . . , Ei〉 its projection to the firsti events, for0 ≤ i ≤ n. In particular,π0(s)
is the initial knowledge baseKB . We callπi(s) a previous knowledge state(or simply
an ancestor) of s if i < n. Dually, a knowledge states′ over EC is a future knowl-
edge state(or simply adescendant) of s if s is previous tos′. Furthermore,πn−1(s)
is thepredecessorof s, ands′ is asuccessorof s, if s is predecessor ofs′. Finally, for
eventsE′

1, . . . , E
′
m, we writes + E′

1, . . . , E
′
m to denote the concatenated knowledge

state〈KB ;E1, . . . , En, E
′
1, . . . , E

′
m〉; a similar notation is used for the concatenation

of sequences of logic programs.
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Definition 4. LetEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame. For any knowl-
edge states = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉 overEC, thecompilation associated withs is

compEF (s) =

{

ρ(s, ∅), if |s| = 0, i.e.,s = 〈KB〉,
ρ(πn−1(s), Π(πn−1(s), En)), otherwise.

Note thatcompEF (·) is a function which is fully determined byEF ; we often write
comp(·) instead ofcompEF (·) if EF is understood.

This definition of compilation is fairly general. It first computes the actions for
the latest eventEn, and then requires that these actions are executed on the predecessor
state. Observe that, in view ofcompEF (s), we could equally well model update policies
as unary functionŝΠ(·) such thatΠ̂(s) = Π(πn−1(s), En). However, we chose binary
update policies to stress the importance of the last event ins. Furthermore,Π may be
restricted in the compilation process, e.g., such that onlythe belief setBel(πn−1(s))
of the predecessor state is considered rather than the wholestate itself; this will be
considered in Section 6.2.

Incremental Compilation.An important class of compilations are those in which, for a
future knowledge states′, comp(s′) results by appending some further elements to the
sequencecomp(s) of logic programs for the current knowledge states. This motivates
the following notion:

Definition 5. Given an evolution frameEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉, compEF (·) is
incrementaliff, for eachs = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉, compEF (s) = (P0, . . . , Pn) such that
ρ(〈KB〉, ∅) = P0 andρ(πi−1(s), Π(πi−1(s), Ei)) = (P0, . . . , Pi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

This definition amounts to the expected behavior:

Proposition 1. The mappingcompEF (·) is incremental iff, for each knowledge states,
compEF (s) = Q if |s| = 0, andcompEF (s) = compEF (π|s|−1(s)) + Q′ otherwise,
whereQ,Q′ are logic programs and “+” is the concatenation of sequences.

Proof. The proof proceeds by straightforward induction on|s|. 2

Example 3.A simple incremental compilation results forACins = {insert(r) | r ∈
LA}, Π = Πins as defined in Subsection 3.2, andρins such thatcompEF (〈KB〉) =
KB andcompEF (s) = compEF (π|s|−1(s)) + ({r | insert(r) ∈ A}), whereA =
Πins (π|s|−1(s), En), given thats = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉. Note thatcompEF (s) is in
this setting just the sequence(KB , E1, . . . , En).

While incremental compilations are natural, we stress thatother compilations are of
course also highly relevant. In particular, the compilation might perform optimizations
(cf. Section 6.2), or output only an ordinary logic program.

We also point out that our notion of incremental compilationshould not be confused
with an iterative compilation; such a compilation would, similar in spirit, consider the
eventsEi in a knowledge states = 〈KB , E1, . . . , En〉 in their chronological order one
by one and instantaneously incorporate updatesAi = Π(πi−1(s), Ei) into the result
compEF (πi−1(s)) for the previous knowledge state and return a single, ordinary logic
program as the result.
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The compilation of a knowledge state into a (sequence of) ELPs is used, via the
semanticsBel(·) for sequences of ELPs, to ascribe a set of beliefs to the agentin the
respective knowledge state. More formally, the belief set emerging from a knowledge
state is as follows.

Definition 6. LetEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame ands a knowl-
edge state. The belief set ofs, denotedBel(s), is given byBel(compEF (s)).

This completes the exposition of evolution frames and theirsemantics. Before we
consider some examples, let us close this subsection with some remarks.

Remarks.(1) As mentioned earlier, our definition of an update policy,and similarly of
a realization assignment, which effectively lead to the notion of a compilation, is very
general. We may stipulate additional postulates upon them,like the incrementability
property or an iterativity property (which we omit here). Likewise, the concept of a
semanticsBel(P) for sequencesP of ELPs is very abstract, and further axioms and
conditions could be imposed on it. An example of this is the requirement thatBel(P)
is characterized by rules of bounded length, and in particular by rules without repeated
literals; this will be the case in Section 7.

(2) Our definition does not capture nondeterministic updatepolicies, whereΠ(s, E)
may return one out of several possible sets of update actions. In order to model this, the
notion of a knowledge state can be extended by taking previous actions into account,
i.e., a knowledge states is then of the form〈KB , (E1, A1), . . . , (En, An)〉, where each
Ei is an event, andAi is the set of update commands executed at stepi. In practice,
we may assume a suitableselection functionσ, which chooses one of the possible out-
comes ofΠ(s, E), and we are back to a deterministic update policyΠσ. If the selection
functionσ is unknown, we may consider all evolution framesEFσ arising for eachσ.

3.4 Examples

Let us illustrate our framework on two examples, which serveas running examples
throughout the remainder of the paper.

Example 4 (Shopping Agent).Consider a shopping agent selecting Web shops in search
for some specific merchandise. Suppose its knowledge base,KB , contains the rules

r1 : query(S)← sale(S), up(S),not ¬query(S);

r2 : site queried ← query(S);

r3 : notify ← not site queried ;

and a factr0 : date(0) as an initial time stamp. Here,r1 expresses that a shopS, which
has a sale and whose Web site is up, is queried by default, andr2, r3 serve to detect that
no site is queried, which causes ‘notify ’ to be true.

Assume that an event,E, might consist of one or more of the following items:

– at most one factdate(t), for some datet;
– factsup(s) or¬up(s), stating that a shops is up or down, respectively;
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– ground rules of formsale(s)← date(t), stating that shops has a sale on datet.

An update policyU may be defined as follows:

Π(s,E) = {insert(α) | α ∈ {up(S),¬up(S), date(T )}, α ∈ E} ∪
{insert(sale(S) ← date(T )), insert(track(S , T )) |

sale(S)← date(T ) ∈ E , date(T ′) ∈ Bel(s),T ≥ T ′} ∪
{delete(track(S , T )), delete(sale(S)← date(T )) |

date(T ′) ∈ E , track(S , T ) ∈ Bel(s), date(T ) ∈ Bel(s),T ′ 6= T} ∪
{delete(date(T )) | date(T ′) ∈ E , date(T ) ∈ Bel(s),T ′ 6= T} }.

Informally, this update policy incorporates information about future sales, only. The
information of the sale is removed, when the sale ends (assuming the time stamps in-
crease). To this end, factstrack(S, T ) are used to keep track of inserted sale informa-
tion. Similarly, the current time stampdate(t) is maintained by deleting the old values.
The realization assignmentρ might beρ± from Subsection 3.2, which always returns
a single ELP, and forBel we may take any function which coincides on sequences
P = P0 of length one with the standard answer set semantics for ELPs. Or, we might
choose a realization assignment which mapss and a set ofinsert(r) anddelete(r)
commands to a sequence(P0, . . . , Pn) of ELPs, using asBel the answer set semantics
for sequences of ELPs as discussed in Subsection 3.2.

Example 5 (Mail Agent).Consider a more complex mail agent, which has the following
initial knowledge baseKB , whose rules are instantiated over suitable variable domains:

r1 : type(M , private) ← from(M , tom);
r2 : type(M , business) ← subject(M , project);
r3 : type(M , other) ← not type(M , private), not type(M , business), msg(M );
r4 : trash(M ) ← remove(M ),not save(M );
r5 : remove(M ) ← date(M ,T ), today(T ′),not save(M ), T ′ > (T + 30);
r6 : found(M ) ← search(T ), type(M , T ),not trash(M );
r7 : success ← found(M );
r8 : failure ← search(T ), not success .

The knowledge base allows to express several attributes of amessage and determine
the type of a message based on these attributes (rulesr1 andr2). By means ofr3, a
default type is assigned to all messages which are neitherprivate nor business. Rule
r4 implicitly states that asave operation is stronger than aremove one. Note that in this
way, once a message has been saved, it can never be removed. Bymeans ofr5, all those
messages are removed which have not been saved and are older than thirty days. Rules
r6, r7 andr8 are used to look for all messages of a given type, which have not been sent
to the trash yet, and to signal if at least one such message hasbeen found (success) or
not (failure).

Suppose that an eventE may consist in this scenario of one or more of the following
items:

– at most one facttoday(d), for some dated;
– a factempty trash, which causes messages in the trash to be eliminated;
– factssave(m) or remove(m), for mail identifiersm;
– at most one factsearch(t), for some mail typet ∈ {other , business , private};
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– zero or more sets of factsfrom(m,n), subject(m, s), ordate(m, d) for mail iden-
tifier m, namen, subjects, and dated.

The update policyΠ may be as follows:

Π(s,E) = {insert(R) | R ∈ E} ∪ {insert(msg(M )) | from(M, N) ∈ E} ∪
{delete(today(D)) | today(D ′) ∈ E , today(D) ∈ Bel(s),D ′ 6= D} ∪
{delete(α) | α ∈ {trash(M ), msg(M ), type(M , T )},

empty trash ∈ E , trash(M ) ∈ Bel(s)} ∪
{delete(α) | α ∈ {from(M ,N ), subject(M , S), date(M ,D)},

save(M ) /∈ Bel(s),msg(M ) ∈ Bel(s), remove(M ) ∈ E} ∪
{delete(α) | α ∈ Bel(s),

α ∈ {search(T ), found(T ), success, failure, empty trash} }.

This update policy (which does not respect possible conflicts of save andremove)
intuitively adds all incoming information, plus a factmsg(M) for each incoming mail
to the knowledge base. The current date is maintained by deleting the old date. As well,
all old information from a previous event, relative to a search or to the trash, is removed.
If an event containsempty trash, then all messages in the trash are eliminated. Like
in the previous example, the realization assignmentρ may be given byρ± from Sub-
section 3.2, or could maps andA incrementally to a sequence of ELPs using asBel
simply the answer set semantics for sequences of ELPs.

4 Capturing Frameworks for Knowledge Evolution

To emphasize the generality of our framework, we now discusshow existing frame-
works for updating nonmonotonic knowledge bases can be captured in terms of evolu-
tion frames. This is possible at two different levels:

(1) At an “immediate update” level, frameworks for updating logic programs can be
considered, where each event is anupdate program, and the update policy is the (im-
plicit) way in which update programs and the current knowledge are combined, de-
pending on the semantics of updates of each approach. For example, the formalisms of
update programs [13, 14], dynamic logic programs [2], revision programs [27, 28], ab-
ductive theory updates [21], and updates through prioritized logic programs (PLPs) [34]
fall into this class.
(2) At a higher level, frameworks can be considered which allow for specifying an
explicit update policyin some specification language, and which offer a greater flexi-
bility in the handling of updates. Examples of such frameworks areEPI [15], LUPS and
LUPS∗ [3, 4, 24], KABUL [25], and, while not directly given in theseterms,PDL [22].

In what follows, we show how some of the above mentioned frameworks can be
expressed in evolution frames, which shows the generality of the approach. We start
capturing the formalisms at the update level introduced in Section 2, i.e., the answer set
semantics for update programs, represented byBelE(·), and the dynamic stable model
semantics for generalized logic programs, represented byBel⊕(·). For both semantics,
we also show how they are combined with convenient specification languages to form
higher level frameworks:Bel⊕(·) is combined with the language LUPS [3, 4], which
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allows for more flexibility of the update process, permitting to dynamically specify the
contents of a sequence of updates by means of update commands; and the semantics
BelE(·) is employed together with the languageEPI [15], which is more expressive
than LUPS. It allows for update statements to depend on otherupdate statements in
the sameEPI policy, and more complex conditions on both the current belief set and
the actual event can be specified. Further frameworks and semantics are also discussed
here, albeit more briefly and stressing only the main characterizations. We repeatedly
use the particular setACins of insert commands, the insert policyΠins , and the insert
realizationsρins andρ± from Subsection 3.2.

4.1 Update Programs andEPI

Update programs [13, 14] are captured by the following evolution frame:

EF� = 〈A, ECA,ACins , Πins , ρins , BelE〉,

whereECA is the collection of all ELPs overA, andBelE(·) is the belief operator
defined in Section 2. TheEPI framework [15, 16] corresponds to the evolution frame

EF EPI = 〈A, EC,ACEPI, ΠEPI, ρEPI, BelE〉,

where

– ACEPI = {assert(r), retract(r), always(r), cancel(r), ignore(r),
assert event(r), retract event(r), always event(r) | r ∈ LA},

and the commands have the meaning as in [15];
– ΠEPI is defined by any set of update statements in the languageEPI, which are

evaluated through a logic program as defined in [15];
– ρEPI realizes the translationtr(KB ;U1, . . . , Un) from [15], which compiles the ini-

tial knowledge baseKB and the sets of update commandsU1, . . . , Un, in response
to the eventsE1, . . . , En in s = 〈KB , E1, . . . , En〉, into a sequence(P0, . . . , Pn)
of ELPs. The resulting compilationcomp

EPI
(·) is incremental.

Observe that, whiletr(·) as in [15] is involved and has to keep track of persistent
update commandsalways[ event](r) from the past, as shown in [16], it is possible, by
encoding persistent commands in polynomial time in the belief set, to restrict actions,
without loss of expressiveness, to the commandsassert andretract (whose meaning
is the intuitive one) and makingρ actually depend only the belief setBel(πn−1(s)) of
the predecessor and the eventEn.

4.2 Dynamic Logic Programs, LUPS, and LUPS∗

Dynamic logic programming [1, 2] can be captured by the following evolution frame:

EF⊕ = 〈A, ECgp ,ACins , Πins , ρins , Bel⊕〉,

whereECgp is the collection of all finite sets of generalized logic program rules, i.e.,
no strong negation is available and weak negation can occur in the head of rules, and
Bel⊕(·) is the semantics of dynamic logic programs as given in Section 2.
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The LUPS framework [3] for update specifications corresponds to the following
evolution frame:

EFL = 〈A, ECL,ACL, ΠL, ρL, Bel⊕〉,

where

– ECL is the collection of all finite sets of LUPS statements (cf. [3]);
– ACL = {assert(r), retract(r), always(r), cancel(r),

assert event(r), retract event(r), always event(r) | r ∈ LA},
where the commands have the meaning explained in [3];

– ΠL is defined byΠL(s, E) = {cmd(r) ∈ ACL | E containscmd(r) when cond

andcond ∈ Bel⊕(s)};
– ρL is as described in [3]; that is,ρL(s,A) adds fors = 〈KB , E1, . . . , En〉 and
A a programPn+1 to the sequence of programs(P0, . . . , Pn) associated withs,
returning(P0, . . . , Pn+1), wherePn+1 is computed from the persistent commands
PCn valid at states,Bel(s), and the LUPS commands inA.

In [24], the semantics of LUPS has been slightly modified and extended by a per-
manent retraction command. The resulting framework, LUPS∗, can be captured by the
following evolution frame:

EFL∗ = 〈A, ECL∗ ,ACL∗ , ΠL∗ , ρL∗ , Bel⊕〉,

where

– ECL∗ is the collection of all finite sets of LUPS∗ statements (cf. [24]);
– ACL∗ = {assert(r), retract(r), assert event(r), retract event(r),

always assert(r), always retract(r), always assert event(r),
always retract event(r), cancel assert(r), cancel retract(r) |
r ∈ LA},

where the commands have the meaning as described in [24];
– ΠL∗ is defined byΠL∗(s, E)={cmd(r) ∈ ACL∗ |E containscmd(r) when cond

andcond ∈ Bel⊕(s)};
– ρL∗ is given as in [24]; like before,ρL∗(s,A) adds a programPn+1 to the sequence

of programs(P0, . . . , Pn) associated withs, wherePn+1 is computed from persis-
tent commandsPC∗

n valid at states, Bel(s), and the LUPS∗ commands inA.

Like in the case ofEPI, the compilation functionscompL(·) andcompL∗(·) are
incremental, and also persistent commands (always(r) andalways event(r), as well
asalways assert(r), always assert event(r), always retract(r), andalways

retract event(r), respectively) can be eliminated through coding into the knowledge
base.

4.3 Revision Programs

In [27, 28], a language for revision specification of knowledge bases is presented, which
is based on logic programming under the stable model semantics. A knowledge base is
in this context a set of atomic facts, i.e., a plain relational database. Revision rules
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describe which elements are to be present (so-calledin-rules) or absent (out-rules) from
the knowledge base, possibly under some conditions. A fixed-point operator, which
satisfies some minimality conditions, is introduced to compute the result of a revision
program. As for stable models, there may be several knowledge bases or no knowledge
base satisfying a given revision program.

The framework of revision programs can be captured by the following evolution
frame:

EFRev = 〈A, ECRev ,ACRev , ΠRev , ρRev , BelRev〉,

where

– ECRev is the collection of finite sets ofrevisionrules, i.e., negation-free rules whose
constituents are of the formin(B) or out(B), whereB is an atom fromA;

– ACRev = {insert(B), delete(B) | B ∈ A};
– ΠRev is defined byΠRev(s, E) = {insert(B) | B ∈ I} ∪ {delete(B) | B ∈ O},

where(I,O) is thenecessary change(cf. [27]) for comp(s) with respect toE;
– ρRev is defined byρRev(s, ∅) = KB if s = 〈KB〉, and

ρRev(s,A) = (comp(s) ∪ {B | insert(B) ∈ A}) \ {B | delete(B) ∈ A}

otherwise, i.e.,ρRev(s,A) corresponds toρ±(s,A) whereP (s) = comp(s). No-
tice thatρRev(s,A), and in particularcomp(s), wheres = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉, is
thus a set of facts.

– BelRev is such that, for each ELPP , it returns the collection of facts inP .

4.4 Abductive Theory Updates

Inoue and Sakama [21] developed an approach to theory updatewhich focuses on non-
monotonic theories. They introduced an extended form of abduction and a framework
for modeling and characterizing nonmonotonic theory change through abduction. Intu-
itively, this is achieved by extending an ordinary abductive framework by introducing
the notions of negative explanation andanti-explanation(which makes an observation
invalid by adding hypotheses), and then defining autoepistemic updates by means of
this framework.

The framework of extended abduction is then used in [21] to model updates of
nonmonotonic theories which are represented by ELPs. For theory updates, the whole
knowledge base is subject to change. New information in formof an update program has
to be added to the knowledge base and, if conflicts arise, higher priority is given to the
new knowledge. The updated knowledge base is defined as the unionQ∪U of the new
informationU and a maximal subsetQ ⊆ P of the original program that is consistent
with the new information (which is always assumed to be consistent). The abductive
framework is in this context used for specifying prioritiesbetween current and new
knowledge, by choosing as abducibles the difference between the initial and the new
logic program. The framework for updates by means of abduction can be captured by
the following evolution frame:

EFAbd = 〈A, ECA,ACAbd , ΠAbd , ρAbd , BelAbd〉,

where
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– ACAbd = ACins ∪ ACdel , whereACdel = {delete(r) | r ∈ LA};
– ΠAbd is defined by

ΠAbd (s, E) = {insert(r) | r ∈ E} ∪ {delete(r) | r ∈ F ⊆ comp(s) \ E},

whereF is, as defined in [21], a maximal set of rules to be removed fromthe current
knowledge basecomp(s), which is a single logic program. Note that, in general,F
may not be unique. Hence, for a deterministic update policy,we assume a suitable
selection functionσ which chooses one of the possible outcomes forF .

– ρAbd is defined byρAbd (s, ∅) = KB if s = 〈KB〉, and

ρAbd(s,A) = (comp(s) \ {r | delete(r) ∈ A}) ∪ {r | insert(r) ∈ A}

otherwise, i.e.,ρAbd amounts toρ±(s,A) for P (s) = comp(s), provided thatA
does not contain conflicting commandsdelete(r) andinsert(r) for any ruler.

– BelAbd is such that, for any ELPP , it is the ordinary answer set semantics of ELPs.

4.5 Program Updates by means of PLPs

In [34], the update of a knowledge base of ground literals by means of aprioritized logic
program(PLP) is addressed. The idea in updating the initial program, P , with respect
to the new one,Q, is to first eliminate contradictory rules fromP with respect toQ,
and then to solve conflicts between the remaining rules by means of a suitable PLP. The
semantics of the update is thus given by the semantics of the corresponding PLP, for
which Zhang and Foo use the one they have proposed earlier in [35], which extends the
answer set semantics. The method is to reduce PLPs to ELPs by progressively deleting
rules that, due to the defined priority relation, are to be ignored. The answer sets of the
resulting ELP are the intended answer sets of the initial PLP. Formulated initially for
static priorities, the method was extended to dynamic priorities, which are handled by
a transformation into a corresponding (static) PLP.

The framework for updates by means of PLPs is defined only for single step updates,
and a generalization to multiple steps is not immediate. We can model a single-step
update by the following evolution frame:

EFPLP = 〈A, ECA,ACins ∪ ACdel , ΠPLP , ρPLP , BelPLP〉,

where

– ΠPLP is defined byΠPLP (s, E) = {insert(r) | r ∈ E} ∪ {delete(r) | r ∈
R(s, E)} whereR(s, E) is computed, along the procedure in [34], as a set of rules
to be retracted from the current knowledge base;

– ρPLP is defined byρPLP (s, ∅) = KB if s = 〈KB〉, andρPLP (s,A) = (P1, P2)
otherwise, whereP1 = comp(s) \ {r | delete(r) ∈ A} andP2 = {r | insert(r) ∈
A};

– BelPLP is the semantics for prioritized logic programs [35], viewing (P1, P2) as a
program where the rules ofP2 have higher priority than the ones inP1.

Thus, several well-known approaches to updating logic programs can be modeled
by evolution frames.
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4.6 Further approaches

We remark that further approaches, though not concerned with logic programs, might
be similarly captured. For example, to some extent, Brewka’s declarative revision strate-
gies [8] can be captured. Brewka introduced a nonmonotonic framework for belief
revision which allows reasoning about the reliability of information, based on meta-
knowledge expressed in the object language itself. In this language, revision strategies
can be declaratively specified as well. The idea is to revise nonmonotonic theories by
adding new information to the current theory, and to use an appropriate nonmonotonic
inference relation to compute the accepted conclusions of the new theory.

The desired result is achieved in two steps. The first step consists in an extension
of default systems in order to express preference information in the object language,
together with an appropriate new definition of theory extensions. In a second step, a
notion of prioritized inference is introduced, formalizedas the least fixed-point of a
monotone operator, thus identifying epistemic states withpreferential default theories
under this ad hoc semantics. The approach can be captured by asuitable evolution frame

EFT = 〈A, ECT ,ACT , ΠT , ρT , BelT 〉,

which naturally models the insertion of formulas into a preference default theory, i.e.,

– ECT is the set of all propositional formulas of the language;
– ACT = {insert(f) | f ∈ ECT };
– ΠT is implicitly encoded in the current knowledge state (i.e.,the current preference

default theory, cf. [8]), and is such thatΠT (s, E) = Πins (s, E) = {insert(f) |
f ∈ E};

– ρT produces the new preference default theory by simply executing the insertion of
the new formula(s) into it, i.e.,ρT (s,A) = ρins (s,A) = T (s) ∪ {f | insert(f) ∈
A}, whereT (s) = comp(s) andρT (s, ∅) = KB if s = 〈KB〉, as usual; and

– BelT is the function assigning to each preference default theoryits set of accepted
conclusions, as defined in [8].

However, there also exist frameworks which take a differentpoint of view and cannot
be captured by our definition of an evolution frame. This is the case if the state of an
agent and the environment, and thus the action taken by an agent, are dependent on the
whole history of events and actions taken (which is also known as arun), not only on
the current state. The approach of Wooldridge [33] is an example of such a framework.

5 Reasoning About Knowledge-Base Evolution

We now introduce our logical language for expressing properties of evolving knowledge
bases,EKBL (Evolving Knowledge Base Logic), which we define as a branching-time
temporal logic akin to CTL [17], which has become popular forexpressing temporal
behavior of concurrent processes and modules in finite statesystems.
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Syntax.The primitive logical operators of the languageEKBL are:

– the Boolean connectives∧ (“and”) and∼ (“not”);
– the evolution quantifiersA (“for all futures”) andE (“for some future”); and
– the linear temporal operatorsX (“next time”) andU (“until”).

Atomic formulas ofEKBL are identified with the rules in the languageLA, given
an alphabetA; composite formulas arestate formulas, as defined—by means of atomic
formulas andevolution formulas—below. Note that we use the symbol∼ for negation
in composite formulas, in order to distinguish it from the negation symbols used in
atomic formulas occurring in rules.

1. Each atomic formula is a state formula.
2. If ϕ andψ are state formulas, thenϕ ∧ ψ and∼ϕ are state formulas.
3. If ϕ is an evolution formula, thenEϕ andAϕ are state formulas.
4. If ϕ, ψ are state formulas, thenXϕ andϕUψ are evolution formulas.

Intuitively, evolution formulas describe properties of the evolving knowledge base,
since they use the linear-time operators “next time” and “until,” which apply to a given
infinite evolution path consisting of knowledge states which are reached by successive
events. The operatorX refers to the next state of the path and states that the formulaϕ
is true, while the operatorU refers to a (possibly empty) initial segment of the path, and
asserts thatϕ holds true in each state of this segment and that immediatelyafter it ψ
holds true.

We may extend our language by defining further Boolean connectives ∨ (“or”), ⊃
(“implies”), and≡ (“equivalence”) in terms of other connectives, as well as important
linear-time operators such asFϕ (“finally ϕ”) andGϕ (“globally ϕ”), which intuitively
evaluate to true in pathp if ϕ is true at some resp. every stagepi.

The following examples illustrate the use of the logical languageEKBL for express-
ing certain properties a of given evolution frame.

Example 6.Even for our rather simple shopping agent of Example 4 some interesting
properties can be formulated. For convenience, we allow in formulas non-ground rules
as atoms, which is a shorthand for the conjunction of all ground instances which is
assumed to be finite. Recall that we identify facts with literals.

– There can never be two current dates:

ϕ1 = AG((date(T ) ∧ date(T ′)) ⊃ T = T ′). (2)

– If there is a shop on sale which is up, then a query is always performed:

ϕ2 = AG((up(S) ∧ (sale(S)) ⊃ site queried). (3)

Example 7.In order to see whether the mail agent in Example 5 works properly, the
first property of the previous example (formula (2)), stating that there can never be two
different current dates, applies with slight syntactic modifications, i.e.,

ϕ3 = AG((today(D) ∧ today(D′)) ⊃ D = D′). (4)
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In addition, we may consider the following properties.

– The type of a message cannot change:

ϕ4 = AG(type(M,T ) ⊃ ∼EF(type(M,T ′) ∧ T 6= T ′)). (5)

– If a message is removed or saved (at least once), then the message is never trashed
until it is either deleted or saved:

ϕ5 = AG
(

(msg(m) ∧ AF(remove(m) ∨ save(m))) ⊃

A(∼trash(m)U(remove(m) ∨ save(m))
)

. (6)

Semantics.We now define formally the semantics of formulas in our language with
respect to a given evolution frame. To this end, we introducethe following notation.

Definition 7. Given an event classEC, a pathis an (infinite) sequencep = (si)i≥0 of
knowledge statessi ∈ KS (EC) such thatsi is a successor ofsi−1, for everyi > 0. By
pi we denote the knowledge state at stagei in p, i.e.,pi = si, for everyi > 0.

Definition 8. Let EF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame, lets be a
knowledge state overEC, and letp be a path. The satisfaction relationEF , s |= ϕ,
resp.EF , p |= ϕ, whereϕ is anEKBL formula, is recursively defined as follows:

1. EF , s |= r iff r ∈ Bel(s), for any atomicEKBL formular;
2. EF , s |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff EF , s |= ϕ1 andEF , s |= ϕ2;
3. EF , s |= ∼ϕ iff EF , s 6|= ϕ;
4. EF , s |= Eϕ iff EF , p′ |= ϕ, for some pathp′ starting ats;
5. EF , s |= Aϕ iff EF , p′ |= ϕ, for each pathp′ starting ats;
6. EF , p |= Xϕ iff EF , p1 |= ϕ;
7. EF , p |= ϕ1Uϕ2 iff EF , pi |= ϕ2 for somei ≥ 0 andEF , pj |= ϕ1 for all j < i.

If EF , s |= ϕ (resp.,EF , p |= ϕ) holds, then knowledge states (resp., pathp) is
said tosatisfyformulaϕ in the evolution frameEF , orϕ is true at states (resp., path
p) in the evolution frameEF .

Notice that any evolution frameEF induces an infinite transition graph which
amounts to a standard Kripke structureKEF = 〈S,R,L〉, whereS = SEF is the
set of knowledge states,R is the successor relation between knowledge states, andL
labels each states with Bel(S), such thats satisfiesϕ in EF iff KEF , s |= ϕ (where
|= is defined in the usual way).

As easily seen, the operatorsF andG are expressed byFϕ = ⊤Uϕ andGϕ =
∼(⊤U∼ϕ), respectively, where⊤ is any tautology; thus,AGϕ = ∼E(⊤U∼ϕ) and
EGϕ = ∼A(⊤U∼ϕ). Other common linear-time operators can be similarly expressed,
e.g.,ϕBψ = ∼((∼ϕ)Uψ) (“ϕ beforeψ”), or ϕVψ = ∼(∼ϕU(∼ψ)) (“ϕ releasesψ”).

Let us reconsider our running examples.

Example 8.It is easily verified that the initial knowledge baseKB of the shopping
agent satisfies both formulas (2) and (3) in the respectiveEPI evolution frameEFEPI,
i.e.,EF EPI,KB |= ϕ1 andEFEPI,KB |= ϕ2.

As for KB as in Example 5 for the mail agent, this set satisfies formulas(4) and (6)
in the respectiveEPI evolution frameEFEPI, i.e.,EFEPI,KB |= ϕ3 andEF EPI,KB |=
ϕ4, while it is easily seen that it does not satisfy formula (5),i.e.,EF EPI,KB 6|= ϕ5 .
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In what follows, we are mainly interested in relations of theform EF ,KB |= ϕ,
i.e., whether some formulaϕ is satisfied by some initial knowledge baseKB with
respect to some given evolution frameEF . In particular, we analyze in Section 7 the
computational complexity of this problem.

6 Knowledge-State Equivalence

While syntactically different, it may happen that knowledge statess ands′ are seman-
tically equivalent in an evolution frame, i.e.,s ands′ may have the same set of conse-
quences for the current and all future events. We now consider how such equivalences
can be exploited to filtrate a given evolution frameEF such that, under suitable con-
ditions, we can decideEF , s |= ϕ in a finite structure extracted from the associated
Kripke structureKEF .

We start with the following notions of equivalence.

Definition 9. LetEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame andk ≥ 0 some
integer. Furthermore, lets, s′ be knowledge states overEC. Then,

1. s ands′ are k-equivalent inEF , denoteds ≡k
EF s′, if Bel(s + E1, . . . , Ek′ ) =

Bel(s′+E1, . . . , Ek′), for all eventsE1, . . . , Ek′ fromEC, wherek′ ∈ {0, . . . , k};
2. s ands′ are strongly equivalent inEF , denoteds ≡EF s′, iff s ≡k

EF s′ for every
k ≥ 0.

We call 0-equivalent states alsoweakly equivalent. The following result is obtained
easily.

Theorem 1. LetEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame ands, s′ knowl-
edge states overEC. Then,

1. s ≡EF s′ implies thatEF , s |= ϕ is equivalent toEF , s′ |= ϕ, for any formulaϕ;
2. s ≡k

EF s′ implies thatEF , s |= ϕ is equivalent toEF , s′ |= ϕ, for any state
formulaϕ in whichU does not occur and the nesting depth with respect toE andA

is at mostk.

Proof. We prove Part 1 of the theorem by induction on the formula structure of the state
formulaϕ.

INDUCTION BASE. Letϕ be an atomic formula and assumes ≡EF s′, for knowledge
statess, s′. Obviously, it holds thatBel(s) = Bel(s′). Thus, it follows thatEF , s |= ϕ
iff Bel(s′) |= ϕ and, hence,EF , s |= ϕ iff EF , s′ |= ϕ.

INDUCTION STEP. Assume that Part 1 of Theorem 1 holds for formulasψ of depth at
mostn − 1, i.e.,s ≡EF s′ impliesEF , s |= ψ iff EF , s′ |= ψ. Let ϕ be a formula of
depthn, and consider the following cases.

– ϕ = ψ1 ∧ ψ2 or ϕ = ∼ψ1. Then,ψ1 andψ2 are of depthn − 1 and, by the
induction hypothesis, it holds thatEF , s |= ϕ iff EF , s′ |= ψ1 andEF , s′ |= ψ2,
respectivelyEF , s |= ϕ iff EF , s′ 6|= ψ1. Thus, againEF , s |= ϕ iff EF , s′ |= ϕ
follows.
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– ϕ = Eψ or ϕ = Aψ. Then,ψ is an evolution formula of depthn− 1 of the form
Xψ1 or ψ1Uψ2, whereψ1 andψ2 have depthn − 2. Sinces ≡EF s′, we have
thatEF , p |= ψ for a pathp = (si)i≥0 such thats0 = s iff EF , p′ |= ψ, where
p′ = (s′i)i≥0 results fromp by replacingsi with anys′i such thatsi ≡EF s′i, for
all i ≥ 0. Sinces0 ≡EF s′0, for eachi ≥ 0, such ans′i exists. Thus, the induction
hypothesis implies thatEF , p |= ψ iff EF , p′ |= ψ.

Hence,EF , s |= Eψ iff EF , s′ |= Eψ follows. By symmetry of≡EF , we similarly
conclude thatEF , s |= Aψ iff EF , s′ |= Aψ.

Thus, for every state formula of depthn, the statement in Part 1 of Theorem 1 holds.
This concludes the induction and proves Part 1 of our result.

Concerning Part 2 of the theorem, observe that in order to prove a formulaϕ in
whichU does not occur and the evolution quantifier depth is at mostk ≥ 0, initial path
segments of length at mostk+ 1 need to be considered. This follows from the fact that
evolution subformulas ofϕ can only be of formXψ. Moreover, since every evolution
formula must be preceded by a quantifierE or A, at mostk nested evolution formulas
can occur inϕ and every evolution formula of the above form, i.e.,Xψ, can be verified
by considering the truth value ofψ in successor states of the current state. Hence, initial
path segments of length at mostk+1 do suffice. Since for two knowledge statess ands′

such thats ≡k
EF s′, all knowledge states reachable ink steps are equivalent,EF , s |= ϕ

iff EF , s′ |= ϕ holds by the same inductive argument as in the proof of Part 1 above.
Thus, Part 2 of Theorem 1 follows. 2

By Part 1 of Theorem 1, strong equivalence can be used to filtrate an evolution frame
EF in the following way. For an equivalence relationE over some setX , and anyx ∈
X , let [x]E = {y | xE y} be the equivalence class ofx and letX/E = {[x]E | x ∈ X}
be the set of all equivalence classes. Furthermore,E is said to have afinite index(with
respect toX), if X/E is finite.

Then, any equivalence relationE over some setS ⊆ SEF of knowledge states of
EF compatible with≡EF (i.e., such thatsE s′ implies s ≡EF s′, for all s, s′ ∈ S)
induces a Kripke structureKE,S

EF = 〈S/E,RE , LE〉, where[s]E RE [s′]E iff sR s′

andLE([s]E) = L(s), which is bisimilar to the Kripke structureKEF restricted to the
knowledge states inS. Thus, for every knowledge states and formulaϕ, it holds that
EF , s |= ϕ iff KE,S

EF , [s]E |= ϕ, for anyS ⊆ SEF such thatS contains all descendants
of s.

In the following, we consider two cases in whichS/E has finite index. Prior to this,
we introduce some convenient terminology and notation.

For any states ∈ SEF , we denote bydsc(s) the set of knowledge states containings
and all its descendants (with respect toEC in EF , which will be clear from the context),
and byT (s) the ordered tree with roots where the children of each nodes′ are its
successor states according toEF , ands′ is labeled withBel(s′). Furthermore, for any
S ⊆ SEF , we definedsc(S) =

⋃

s∈S dsc(s), and callS successor closed, if S =
dsc(S), i.e., each successor of a knowledge state inS belongs toS. Note that for any
s ∈ SEF , T (s) has node setdsc(s), which is successor closed.
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6.1 Local belief operators

In the first case, we consider≡EF itself as a relation compatible with strong equiva-
lence. We obtain a finite index if, intuitively, the belief set Bel(s) associated withs
evolves differently only in a bounded context. This is made precise in the following
result.

Theorem 2. Let EF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame such thatEC is
finite, and letS ⊆ SEF be a successor-closed set of knowledge states overEC. Then,
the following two conditions are equivalent:

1. ≡EF has a finite index with respect toS.
2. ≡0

EF has a finite index with respect toS and there is somek ≥ 0 such thats ≡k
EF s′

impliess ≡EF s′, for all s, s′ ∈ S.

Proof.
(2⇒ 1). Consider, for anys ∈ S, the treeT (s). At depthi ≥ 0, there are|EC|i different

nodes, and thus up to depthk in total
∑k

i=0 |EC|
i = |EC|k+1−1

|EC|−1 < 2|EC|k many different

nodes if|EC| > 1, andk + 1 many if |EC| = 1. Thus, ifd = |S/ ≡0
EF | is the number

of different equivalence classes of the relation≡0
EF with respect toS, then there are

less thanc = dmax( 2|EC|k,k+1) many treesT (s), wheres ∈ S, which are different up
to depthk. Thus, there are at mostc knowledge statess1, . . . , sc, si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ c,
which are pairwise not strongly equivalent. Consequently,≡EF has at mostc different
equivalence classes with respect toS, and thus≡EF has a finite index with respect
to S. (1⇒ 2). Suppose the relation≡EF has at mostn different equivalence classes

with respect toS. Then, there are at mostn knowledge statess1, . . . , sn ∈ S which are
pairwise not strongly equivalent, i.e.,si 6≡EF sj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Since strongly
equivalent states are also weakly equivalent,n is thus also a finite upper bound for the
equivalence classes of the relation≡0

EF with respect toS.
Now, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such thati 6= j, let l = li,j be the smallest integerl for

si andsj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, such thatBel(si + E1, . . . , El) 6= Bel(sj + E1, . . . , El),
but Bel(si + E′

1, . . . , E
′
m) = Bel(sj + E′

1, . . . , E
′
m), for all sequences of events

E′
1, . . . , E

′
m, 0 ≤ m < l. Furthermore, letk = maxi,j(li,j) be the largest suchl

over all si and sj . Note thatk is well defined and finite because of the finite index
of ≡EF with respect to S. It follows that if any two knowledge statess, s′ ∈ S are
k-equivalent, then they are also strongly equivalent. Indeed, suppose the contrary, i.e.,
supposes ≡k

EF s′, but s 6≡EF s′. Then there exists a sequence ofl events,l > k,
such thatBel(s+ E1, . . . , El) 6= Bel(s′ + E1, . . . , El), butBel(s+ E′

1, . . . , E
′
m) =

Bel(s′ + E′
1, . . . , E

′
m) holds for all sequences of eventsE′

1, . . . , E
′
m, 0 ≤ m ≤ k < l.

From the assumption thats 6≡EF s′, it follows thats ≡EF si ands′ ≡EF sj , for some
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such thati 6= j. This implies thatli,j > k, which contradicts the
maximality ofk. Thus,s ≡k

EF s′ impliess ≡EF s′, for all s, s′ ∈ S. 2

The condition that≡0
EF has a finite index, i.e., that only finitely many knowledge

statess have different belief sets, is satisfied by common belief operators if, e.g., every
knowledge states is compiled to a sequencecompEF (s) of ELPs or a single ELP over
a finite set of function-free atoms (in particular, ifA is a finite propositional alphabet).
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We remark that, as can be seen from the proof of Theorem 2, Condition 1 implies
Condition 2 also for arbitraryS, while the converse does not hold in general for anS
which is not successor closed.

By taking natural properties ofBel(·) andcompEF (·) into account, we can derive
an alternative version of Theorem 2. To this end, we introduce the following concepts.

Definition 10. Given a belief operatorBel(·), we call update programsP and P′ k-
equivalent, if Bel(P + (Q1, . . . , Qk)) = Bel(P′ + (Q1, . . . , Qk)), for all programs
Q1, . . . , Qi (0 ≤ i ≤ k). Likewise,P and P′ are strongly equivalent, if they arek-
equivalent for allk ≥ 0. We say thatBel(·) is k-local, if k-equivalence ofP and P′

implies strong equivalence ofP andP′, for any update programsP andP′. Furthermore,
Bel(·) is local, if Bel(·) is k-local for somek ≥ 0.

We obtain the following result.

Theorem 3. Let EF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame such thatEC is
finite and≡0

EF has a finite index with respect to some successor closedS ⊆ SEF . If
Bel(·) is local andcompEF (·) is incremental, then≡EF has a finite index with respect
to S.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, consider, for any knowledge states ∈ S,
the treeT (s). Each node ins′ has labelBel(s′) = Bel(P + (Q1, . . . , Qn)), where
P = compEF (s) andQi, i ≥ 1, are the increments ofcompEF (·) corresponding to the
successive eventsEi in s′ = s + E1, . . . , En. Note that incrementality ofcompEF (·)
guarantees that the length ofcompEF (s′) is at mostn plus the length ofcompEF (s).
SinceBel(·) is k-local, up to depthk, there are at mostc = dmax(2|EC|k,k+1) many
different trees, whered = |S/ ≡0

EF |. Thus, there are at mostc update programs
P1, . . . ,Pc, and, hence, knowledge statess1, . . . , sc, which are pairwise not strongly
equivalent. Consequently,≡EF has at mostc different equivalence classes, from which
the result follows. 2

As an application of this result, we show that certainEPI evolution frames have a
finite index. To this end, we use the following lemmata.

We say that a semanticsBel(·) for sequences of propositional ELPs satisfiesstrong
noninterference, if it satisfies, for every propositional update sequenceP, the follow-
ing condition: If, for every ELPP1, P2, andQ such thatQ ⊆ P2 and no pair of
rulesr, r′ exists withH(r) = ¬H(r′), wherer ∈ Q andr′ ∈ (P2 \ Q) ∪ P1, then
Bel(P, P1, P2) = Bel(P, P1 ∪ Q,P2 \ Q), i.e., the rules fromQ can be moved from
the last component to the penultimate one.

Recall thatBelE(·) is the belief operator of the answer set semantics of update
programs [14], as described in Section 2.

Lemma 1. BelE(·) satisfiesstrong noninterference.

Proof. The proof appeals to the rejection mechanism of the semantics. LetP1, P2, and
Q be ELPs, such that the following condition (∗) holds:Q ⊆ P2 and no pair of rules
r, r′ exists withH(r) = ¬H(r′), wherer ∈ Q andr′ ∈ (P2 \Q) ∪ P1.
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If Q = ∅, the lemma holds trivially. So letr ∈ Q, but no ruler′ ∈ Q exists such
thatH(r) = ¬H(r′). Then, there must not be such a ruler′ in P1 or P2, otherwise
condition (∗) is not fulfilled. Hence, no rule ofP1 is rejected byr. Moreover, adding
r to P1 can neither cause an inconsistency ofP1, nor canr be rejected by a rule from
P2 \Q. Thus,BelE(P + (P1, P2)) = BelE(P + (P1 ∪Q,P2 \Q)) holds in this case.

Now letQ also contain some ruler′ such thatH(r) = ¬H(r′) (P1 cannot contain
such rules without violating the condition (∗)). Then,Q must contain all rules with
headsH(r) and¬H(r) of P2, and no such rule may exist inP1, in order to fulfill (∗).
Again, no rule ofP1 can be rejected by any rule ofQ, and no rule ofQ can be rejected
by any rule fromP2 \ Q. Additionally, addingQ to P1 makesP1 inconsistent iffP2

is inconsistent. As a consequence, also in this case,BelE(P + (P1, P2)) = BelE(P +
(P1 ∪Q,P2 \Q)). Since there are no other possibilities left, the lemma is shown. 2

In our next result, we require Part 1 of the following lemma, which in turn will be
relevant in Section 7.1.

Lemma 2. LetP andQ be sequences of ELPs. Then,

1. BelE(P) = BelE(Q) if U(P) = U(Q), and
2. given thatP and Q are propositional sequences over possibly infinite alphabets,
U(P) = U(Q) if BelE(P) = BelE(Q).

Proof. As for Part 1, ifU(P) = U(Q) thenBelE(P) = BelE(Q) is immediate from
the definition ofBelE(·).

To show Part 2, it suffices to prove that, given ELPsP1 andP2 over a setA of atoms,

AS(P1) = AS(P2) if BelE(P1) = BelE(P2).

SupposeAS(P1) 6= AS(P2), and assume first thatA is finite. Without loss of general-
ity, suppose thatS = {L1, . . . , Lk} ∈ AS(P1) butS /∈ AS(P2). This means that the
constraint

c : ← L1, . . . , Lk,not Lk+1, . . . ,not Lm ,

whereLk+1, . . . , Lm are all the atoms fromA missing inS, is inBelE(P2) but not in
BelE(P1). However, this contradicts the hypothesis thatBelE(P1) = BelE(P2).

This proves the result for finiteA. For infiniteA, it is possible to focus on the finite
set of atoms occurring inP ∪ Q, since, as well-known for the answer set semantics,
A,¬A /∈ S for eachA ∈ A \ A′ andS ∈ AS(P ) if P is an ELP onA′ ⊆ A. 2

Now we can show the following result.

Theorem 4. BelE(·) is local. In particular,1-equivalence of update programsP and
P′ impliesk-equivalence ofP andP′, for all k ≥ 1.

Proof. We show the result for propositional update sequencesP andP′ by induction
on k ≥ 1. Since the evaluation ofBelE(·) for non-ground update sequences amounts
to the evaluation of propositional sequences, the result for the non-ground case follows
easily.
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INDUCTION BASE. The base casek = 1 is trivial.

INDUCTION STEP. Assume that1-equivalence ofP andP′ implies that they are(k−1)-
equivalent,k > 1. Suppose further, thatP andP′ are1-equivalent, but notk-equivalent.
Then, there exist programsQ1, . . . , Qk′ , wherek′ ∈ {2, . . . , k}, such thatBelE(P +
Q1, . . . , Qk′) 6= BelE(P′ + Q1, . . . , Qk′), i.e., according to Part 1 of Lemma 2, there
exists a (consistent) answer setS ∈ U(P + Q1, . . . , Qk′), such thatS /∈ U(P′ +
Q1, . . . , Qk′). We can remove every ruler fromQk′−1 andQk′ such that eitherS 6|=
B(r), or r is a member of

Rej k′−1(S,P +Q1, . . . , Qk′) ∪ Rej k′(S,P +Q1, . . . , Qk′) =

Rej k′−1(S,P +Q1, . . . , Qk′) = Rej k′−1(S,P
′ +Q1, . . . , Qk′).

Let the resulting programs be denoted byQ′
k′−1 andQ′

k′ , respectively. Note that still
S ∈ U(P +Q1, . . . , Qk′−2, Q

′
k′−1, Q

′
k′) andS /∈ U(P′ +Q1, . . . , Qk′−2, Q

′
k′−1, Q

′
k′)

must hold, since these rules can neither be generating forS, i.e., fire with respect toS,
nor reject other rules. Observe also thatQ′

k′−1∪ Q
′
k′ cannot contain a pair of rules with

conflicting heads. Otherwise, contradicting our assumption, S would be inconsistent
since both rules were generating forS.

Now we construct the programQ∗
k′−1 = Q′

k′−1 ∪ Q′
k′ . From the strong noninter-

ference property (Lemma 1), it follows thatBelE(P + Q1, . . . , Qk′−2, Q
∗
k′−1, ∅) 6=

BelE(P′ +Q1, . . . , Qk′−2, Q
∗
k′−1, ∅). Since, for every update sequenceQ, BelE(Q +

∅) = BelE(Q), it follows BelE(P + Q1, . . . , Qk′−2, Q
∗
k′−1) 6= BelE(P′ + Q1, . . . ,

Qk′−2, Q
∗
k′−1). This means thatP andP′ are notk′ − 1-equivalent; however, this con-

tradicts the induction hypothesis thatP andP′ arek − 1-equivalent. Hence,P andP′

arek-equivalent. 2

Furthermore, in anyEPI evolution frameEF = 〈A, EC,ACEPI, ΠEPI, ρEPI, BelE〉,
the update policyΠEPI is, informally, given by a logic program such thatΠEPI returns a
set of update actions from a finite setA0 of update actions, which are compiled to rules
from a finite setR0 of rules, providedEC is finite. Consequently,≡0

EF has finite index
with respect to any setS of knowledge statess which coincide onπ0(s), i.e. the initial
knowledge baseKB . Furthermore,compEPI(·) is incremental. Thus, from the proof of
Theorem 3, we obtain:

Corollary 1. Let EF = 〈A, EC,ACEPI, ΠEPI, ρEPI, BelE〉 be anEPI evolution frame
such thatEC is finite, and letS ⊆ SEF be a successor-closed set of knowledge states
such that{π0(s) | s ∈ S} is finite. Then,≡EF has a finite index with respect toS.
Moreover,|S/ ≡EF| ≤ d2|EC|, whered = |S/ ≡0

EF|.

In [25], an analogous result has been shown forBel⊕(·), i.e.,1-equivalence of dy-
namic update programsP andP′ implies their strong equivalence, and, thus,Bel⊕(·) is
local. Since for update policies over the LUPS or LUPS∗ language and their respective
compilations, the same as for theirEPI counterparts holds, we also get the following
result:

Corollary 2. Let EF be a LUPS evolution frame〈A, EC,ACL, ΠL, ρL, Bel⊕〉 or a
LUPS∗ evolution frameEF = 〈A, EC,ACL∗ , ΠL∗ , ρL∗ , Bel⊕〉 such thatEC is finite,
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and letS ⊆ SEF be a successor-closed set of knowledge states such that{π0(s) | s ∈
S} is finite. Then,≡EF has a finite index with respect toS. Moreover,|S/ ≡EF | ≤
d2|EC|, whered = |S/ ≡0

EF|.

6.2 Contracting belief operators

Next, we discuss a refinement of strong equivalence, calledcanonical equivalence,
which also yields a finite index, provided that the evolutionframe possesses, in some
sense, only a “bounded history”. In contradistinction to the previous case, canonical
equivalence uses semantical properties which allow for a syntactic simplification of
update programs. We need the following notions.

Definition 11. Let Bel(·) be a belief operator. Then,Bel(·) is called contractingiff
the following conditions hold:(i) Bel(P + ∅ + P′) = Bel(P + P′), for all update
programsP andP′; and (ii ) Bel(P) = Bel(P0, . . . , Pi−1, Pi \ {r}, Pi+1, . . . , Pn), for
any sequenceP = (P0, . . . , Pn) and any ruler ∈ Pi∩Pj such thati < j. An evolution
frameEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 is contracting iffBel(·) is contracting.

Examples of contracting belief operators areBelE(·) and the operatorBel⊕(·) (see
Section 2).

By repeatedly removing duplicate rules and empty programs from any sequence
P = (P0, . . . , Pn) of ELPs, we eventually obtain a non-reducible sequenceP∗ =
(P ∗

0 , . . . , P
∗
m), which is called thecanonical formof P. Observe thatm ≤ n always

holds, and thatP∗ is uniquely determined, i.e., the reduction process is Church-Rosser.
We get the following property:

Theorem 5. For any contracting belief operatorBel(·) and any update sequenceP,
we have thatP andP∗ are strongly equivalent.

Proof. We must show thatP andP∗ arek-equivalent, for everyk ≥ 0. The proof is by
induction onk ≥ 0.

INDUCTION BASE. We show thatP andP∗ are0-equivalent. The proof is by induction
on the reduction process, i.e., on the number of required removals of rules or empty
programs fromP in order to obtainP∗. For the induction base, supposeP = P∗.
Then,P andP∗ are trivially0-equivalent. For the induction step, assume thatBel(Q) =
Bel(Q∗), for all sequences of programsQ such that the canonical formQ∗ can be con-
structed usingn−1 removals of rules and empty programs. LetP be a sequence of pro-
grams such that the construction ofP∗ requiresn removing steps, and letP′ denote any
sequence of programs obtained fromP aftern− 1 removals. Then,Bel(P) = Bel(P′),
by induction hypothesis. Furthermore,Bel(P′) = Bel(P∗) follows trivially from Bel
being contracting. Thus,Bel(P) = Bel(P∗). We have shown that for any sequenceP
of programs, ifBel(·) is contracting, thenP andP∗ are0-equivalent.

INDUCTION STEP. Supposek > 0, and letQ = (P + Q1, . . . , Qk) andR = (P∗ +
Q1, . . . , Qk). Furthermore, letQ∗ andR∗ denote the canonical forms ofQ andR, re-
spectively. We show thatQ∗ = R∗.
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SupposeP∗ is obtained fromP usingn reduction steps andR∗ is obtained reducing
R in m steps. We constructQ∗ as follows. We first performn reduction steps on the
subsequenceP of Q, resulting in the sequenceR. Then we applym reduction steps on
R. Since the reduction process is Church-Rosser, no further reductions can be applied,
which provesQ∗ = R∗. From the induction base, it follows thatQ andQ∗ are weakly
equivalent, which provesk-equivalence ofP andP∗. 2

6.3 Canonical evolution frames

In this section, we study the relationship between an evolution frame and itscanonized
form:

Definition 12. Given an evolution frameEF , we call knowledge statess, s′ ∈ SEF

canonically equivalent, denoteds ≡can
EF s′, iff they are strongly equivalent in the can-

onized evolution frameEF ∗, which results fromEF by replacingcompEF (s) with its
canonical formcompEF (s)∗ (i.e.,compEF∗(s) = compEF (s)∗).

Immediately, we note the following properties.

Theorem 6. LetEF be a contracting evolution frame. Then,

1. EF , s |= ϕ iff EF ∗, s |= ϕ, for any knowledge states and any formulaϕ.
2. ≡can

EF is compatible with≡EF , for anyS ⊆ SEF , i.e.,s ≡can
EF s′ impliess ≡EF s′,

for everys, s′ ∈ S.

Proof. In order to show Part 1, we consider the Kripke structuresKEF andKEF∗ , cor-
responding to a contracting evolution frameEF and its canonized evolution frame, re-
spectively. Since, for everys ∈ S, it holds thatBel(compEF (s)) = Bel(compEF (s)∗)
= Bel(compEF∗(s)), equal states have equal labels inKEF andKEF∗ . Hence,KEF

andKEF∗ coincide. As a consequence,KEF , s |= ϕ iff KEF∗ , s |= ϕ, for everys ∈ S,
and henceEF , s |= ϕ iff EF ∗, s |= ϕ, for everys ∈ SEF .

As for the proof of Part 2, assumes ≡can
EF s′, for s, s′ ∈ S and someS ⊆

SEF . Then,Bel(compEF∗(s)) = Bel(compEF∗(s′)). Moreover,Bel(compEF (s)) =
Bel(compEF∗(s)) holds, as well asBel(compEF (s′)) = Bel(compEF∗(s′)), which
impliesBel(compEF (s)) = Bel(compEF (s′)), and the same is true for all corre-
sponding successor states ofs ands′ due to the fact that they are canonically equivalent.
Thus,s ≡can

EF s′ impliess ≡EF s′, for everys, s′ ∈ S. 2

As a result, we may use≡can
EF for filtration of EF , based on the following concept.

Definition 13. LetEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame andc ≥ 0 an
integer. We say thatEF is c-boundedif there are functionsα, f , andg such that

1. α is a function mapping knowledge states into sets of events such that, for each
s = 〈KB ;E1, . . . , En〉, α(s) = {En−c′+1, . . . , En}, wherec′ = min(n, c), and

2. Π(s, E) = f(Bel(s), α(s), E) andρ(s,A) = g(Bel(s), α(s), A), for each knowl-
edge states ∈ SEF , each eventE ∈ EC, and eachA ⊆ AC.
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This means that in ac-bounded evolution frame, the compilationcompEF (s) only
depends on the belief set of the predecessors′ of s and the lastc + 1 events ins
(including the latest event). In particular,c = 0 means that only the latest event needs
to be considered.

Theorem 7. Let EF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be an evolution frame whereEC is
finite, and letS ⊆ SEF be successor closed and such that{π0(s) | s ∈ S} is finite.
If (i) EF is contracting,(ii ) there is some finite setR0 ⊆ LA such thatcompEF (s)
contains only rules fromR0, for everys ∈ S, and (iii ) EF is c-bounded, for some
c ≥ 0, then≡can

EF has a finite index with respect toS.

Proof. We prove that≡can
EF has finite index with respect toS by means of Theorem 2.

That is, we must show that≡0
EF∗ has finite index with respect toS and that there exists

ak ≥ 0, such that for any two knowledge statess, s′ ∈ S, s ≡k
EF∗ s′ impliess ≡can

EF s′.
We first show that the relation≡0

EF∗ , i.e., weak canonical equivalence, has finite
index with respect toS.

For any knowledge states ∈ S, compEF∗(s) yields an update sequenceP of at most
|R0| programs, i.e.,P = (P0, . . . , Pn) andn ≤ |R0| holds. To see this, suppose other-
wise thatn > |R0|. SincecompEF∗(s) is canonical (and thuscontracting under empty
updates), none of the programsPi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, is empty. Furthermore, sincecompEF (s)
only contains rules fromR0, this also holds forcompEF∗(s). Hence, there must be at
least one ruler ∈ R0, which occurs in at least two programsPi, Pj , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
andi 6= j. This, however, contradicts the fact thatcompEF∗(s) is canonical (and thus
contracting under rule repetition). Hence, our assumption does not hold, which proves
n ≤ |R0|. Moreover,|

⋃n

i=0 Pi| ≤ |R0| holds for the canonical compilationP by the
same argument: If|

⋃n
i=0 Pi| > |R0|, then there must be at least one ruler ∈ R0, such

thatr ∈ Pi ∩ Pj for at least two programsPi, Pj , 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n; this contradicts that
compEF∗(s) is contracting.

As a consequence, we can roughly estimate the number of different canonical com-
pilationscompEF∗(s) by

d = 2|R0|−1(|R0|+ 1)! = O(2|R0|(log |R0|+1))

(note that(|R0| + 1)! ≤ 21+(|R0|−1) log(|R0|+1) ≤ 21+|R0| log |R0| for |R0| > 0). This
upper bound can be explained as follows. A canonical compilation need not contain all
rules ofR0, hence we add a special fact for signaling that, given an ordered sequence
of rules fromR0 and the special fact, a canonical compilation consists of all rules in the
sequence up to the special fact. There are(|R0| + 1)! permutations of such sequences,
which is an over-estimate of the number of canonical compilations consisting of differ-
ent ordered sequences of rules. For each such sequence, there are2|R0|−1 possibilities
for the rules to be grouped into sequences of at most|R0| + 1 programs, respecting
their order. To see this, observe that if we fixed a grouping into a sequence of programs
for all but the last rule, then for the last rule there are two possibilities: It can either be
added to the last program of the sequence, or we add a new program, consisting of the
last rule only, to the sequence. Applying this argument recursively and observing that
for the first rule there is only one possibility—it has to go into the first program of the
sequence—the given bound follows. Hence, at mostd different canonical compilations
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compEF∗(s) can be built for alls ∈ S. Thus, at mostd different belief setsBel(s) exist
among alls ∈ S, proving that≡0

EF∗ has finite index with respect toS.
Secondly, we show by induction onk ≥ c that for any two knowledge statess, s′ ∈

S canonicalc-equivalences ≡c
EF∗ s′ implies strong canonical equivalences ≡can

EF s′,
which proves our result in virtue of Theorem 2. More precisely, we show for allk ≥ c,
that in the canonized evolution frameEF ∗, c-equivalence of knowledge statess, s′ ∈ S
implies theirk-equivalence inEF ∗.

INDUCTION BASE (k = c). Canonicalc-equivalence of knowledge statess, s′ ∈ S
trivially implies s ≡c

EF∗ s′.

INDUCTION STEP (k > c). Assume that, for any two knowledge statess, s′ ∈ S and
somek > c, s ≡c

EF∗ s′ implies s ≡k−1
EF∗ s′. We show that under this assumption

s ≡k
EF∗ s′ follows.
Let sk = s + E1, . . . , Ek, sk−1 = s + E1, . . . , Ek−1, s′k = s′ + E1, . . . , Ek, and

s′k−1 = s′ + E1, . . . , Ek−1. Sincek > c, the setsα(sk−1) andα(s′k−1) are equal and
Bel(sk−1) = Bel(s′k−1) holds by induction hypothesis. Hence, the following equa-
tions hold:

A = f(Bel(sk−1), α(sk−1), Ek) = f(Bel(s′k−1), α(s′k−1), Ek), and

g(Bel(sk−1), α(sk−1), A) = g(Bel(s′k−1), α(s′k−1), A).

Consequently, the equalitycompEF (sk) = compEF (s′k) holds, which implies that
compEF∗(sk) = compEF∗(s′k), and thusBel(sk) = Bel(s′k). This proves canoni-
calk-equivalence.

This proves thats ≡c
EF∗ s′ impliess ≡can

EF s′, for any two knowledge statess, s′ ∈
S. Since we have also shown that≡0

EF∗ has finite index with respect toS, it follows
from Theorem 2 that≡can

EF has finite index with respect toS. 2

We remark that the existence ofR0 is trivial if we have a function-free (finite)
alphabet, and, as common in many logic programming semantics, repetition of literals
in rule bodies has no effect, and thus the set of nonequivalent rules is finite. A similar
remark applies to the initial knowledge basesπ0(s).

7 Complexity

In this section, we investigate the computational complexity of our evolution frame-
work. To this end, in what follows we assume that the alphabetA of the evolution
frames under consideration is finite and propositional. Thus, we only deal with finite
propositional (sequences of) programs which are the resultof the state compilation
comp(s).

First, we study the computational complexity of the following reasoning task:

TEMPEVO: Given an evolution frameEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉, a knowledge
states overEC, and some formulaϕ, doesEF , s |= ϕ hold?

In order to obtain decidability results, we assume that the constituents of the evolu-
tion frameEF in TEMPEVO are all computable. More specifically, we assume that
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(i) EC, AC, andBel are given as computable functions decidingE ∈ EC, a ∈ AC,
andr ∈ Bel(P), and

(ii) Π andρ are given as computable functions.

Nonetheless, even under these stipulations, it is easy to see that TEMPEVO is undecid-
able. Indeed, the compilation function may efficiently simulate Turing machine com-
putations, such that the classical Halting Problem can be encoded easily in the above
reasoning problem.

The results of Section 6 provide a basis for characterizing some decidable cases. We
consider here the following class of propositional evolution frames.

Definition 14. Let EF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be a propositional evolution frame
(i.e.,A is propositional). Then,EF is called regularif the following three conditions
hold:

1. The membership testsE ∈ EC and r ∈ Bel(P) are feasible inPSPACE (e.g.,
located in the polynomial hierarchy), and the functionsΠ andρ are computable in
polynomial space(the latter with polynomial size output).

2. Rules in compilationscompEF (s) and eventsE have size polynomial in the repre-
sentation size ofEF , denoted by‖EF‖ (i.e., repetition of the same literal in a rule
is bounded), and events have size at most polynomial in‖EF‖.

3. Bel(·) is fully characterized by rules of length polynomial in‖EF‖, i.e., there is
some constantc such thatr ∈ Bel(P) iff r ∈ Bel(P′) for all rules r of length
≤ ‖EF‖c impliesBel(P) = Bel(P′), for all update sequencesP andP′.

Conditions 1 and 3 apply to the approaches in [2, 13, 15, 27, 28, 21, 34], and Condi-
tion 2 is reasonable to impose; note that none of these semantics is sensible to repetitions
of literals in rule bodies. However, we could imagine semantics where, similar as in lin-
ear logic, literals are “consumed” in the inference process, and that repetition of literals
alludes to available resources.

Before we state our first complexity result, let us briefly recall some well-known
complexity results for the above-mentioned approaches. Deciding whether a literal
L ∈ Bel(P ), for a literalL and a finite, propositional ELPP is coNP-complete. The
complexity does not increase for the update approaches in [2, 13, 15, 27, 28, 34], i.e.,
decidingL ∈ BelS(P) is coNP-complete forS ∈ {E,⊕,Rev ,PLP}, whereP is
a finite, propositional sequence of (at most two in case of PLP) ELPs. However, the
complexity for abductive theory updates [21], when considering all possible selection
functions, increases one level in the polynomial hierarchy: DecidingL ∈ BelAbd(P) is
ΠP

2 -complete.
The following lemma will be used several times in the sequel.

Lemma 3. Given a regular evolution frameEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉, a knowl-
edge states ∈ SEF , and a formulaϕ, suppose that≡EF has finite index,c, with re-
spect toS = dsc(s). Then, there exists a deterministic Turing machineM which checks
EF , s |= ϕ in space polynomial in(q+1) · (ms + log c+ ‖EF‖+ ‖ϕ‖), whereq is the
nesting depth of evolution quantifiers inϕ, ms is the maximum space required to store
s′ ∈ S representing a class ofS/ ≡EF , and‖ϕ‖ denotes the size of formulaϕ.
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Proof. We first show that for evaluating evolution quantifiersEψ or Aψ, we may con-
sider finite paths of lengthc in EF . Note that every path of length greater thanc in
EF must contain at least one pair of strongly equivalent knowledge states. While this
is trivial if ψ is of formXψ1, consider the case whereψ is of formψ1Uψ2.

If a pathp starting ats of arbitrary length exists such thatEF , p |= ψ1Uψ2, then
there exists also a pathp′ starting ats and of length at mostc, such thatEF , p′ |=
ψ1Uψ2. To see this, note thatEF , p |= ψ1Uψ2 implies thatψ1Uψ2 is satisfied in a finite
pathp′′ which is an initial segment ofp. We can repeatedly shortenp′′ to obtainp′ as
follows. For any pair of strongly equivalent knowledge statess = p′′i ands′ = p′′j such
that i < j, consider the sequencep′′i , . . . , p

′′
j of knowledge states between them. Ifψ2

is satisfied by none of them, we can cutp′′i+1, . . . , p
′′
j and replace each statep′′i+1, p′′i+2,

. . . by an equivalent successor ofp′′j , p′′j+1 such that we obtain a (finite) path inEF .
Otherwise, i.e., ifEF , p′′l |= ψ2 for somel ∈ {i, . . . , j}, we can cutp′′ immediately
after the first suchp′′l . It is easily verified that the resulting pathp′ has length at mostc
and still satisfiesψ1Uψ2.

Now consider the caseA(ψ1Uψ2). Obviously, if ψ1Uψ2 is satisfied by all finite
paths of lengthc starting ats, it will also be satisfied by all paths of arbitrary length.
To see the converse direction, assume there is an infinite path p starting ats such that
EF , p 6|= ψ1Uψ2. We show that then a finite pathp′ of length at mostc starting ats
exists such thatEF , p′ 6|= ψ1Uψ2. Observe that either (i)ψ2 is false in everypi, i ≥ 0,
or (ii) there exists somei ≥ 0 such thatEF , pi |= ∼ψ1∧∼ψ2, andEF , pj |= ψ1∧∼ψ2,
for everyj ∈ {0, . . . , i− 1}. In case (i), we can, as above, transform the initial segment
p′′ = p0, p1, . . . , pc−1 of p by repeatedly removing sequences between pairs of strongly
equivalent knowledge states and eventually obtain a pathp′ as claimed. In case (ii), we
start withp′′ = p0, p1, . . . , pi and again repeatedly remove sequences between pairs of
strongly equivalent knowledge states to obtain a pathp′ of length at mostc starting at
s such thatEF , p′ 6|= ψ1Uψ2. Hence, if all infinite pathsp starting ats satisfyψ1Uψ2,
then so do all paths of lengthc starting ats.

This proves that if there are at mostc strongly inequivalent descendants ofs, it
suffices to consider paths of lengthc to prove whetherEF , s |= ϕ.

Now an algorithm for decidingEF , S |= ϕ is as follows. Starting ats, it recursively
checks the satisfiability ofϕ by checking the satisfiability of its subformulas and evalu-
ating Boolean connectives. For any subformulaϕ′ of formEψ (resp.,Aψ), guess nonde-
terministically, step by step, a pathp in EF starting ats in order to witnessEF , p |= ψ
(resp., refuteEF , p |= ψ and exploitAψ ≡ ∼E∼ψ) and check this by iterating through
p for (at most)c steps, using a counter. The counter occupies spacelog c in a standard
binary coding. Per nesting level, the algorithm requires space for one counter and for
one descendant ofs, which is bounded byms. Furthermore, due to the fact thatEF is
regular,ϕ ∈ Bel(s) can be checked, for alls ∈ SEF and atomicϕ, in space polyno-
mial in s, EF , and‖ϕ‖. Hence at each level, the algorithm runs in space∆ which is
polynomial inms + log c+ ‖EF‖+ ‖ϕ‖.

By applying Savitch’s Theorem in the formulation for Turingmachines with oracle
access (cf. Theorem 2.27 in [6]), we can show by induction on the evolution quantifier
depthq ≥ 0 of a formulaϕ, that decidingEF , s |= ϕ is feasible on a deterministic
Turing machineM using space at most(q + 1)∆2. Savitch’s Theorem states that if
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languageA can be decided by a nondeterministic Turing machine with oracle setB in
spacef(n), then it can be decided by a deterministic Turing machine with oracle setB
in spacef(n)2, providingf(n) ≥ logn. Furthermore,f(n) must be space constructible
(which is the case in our application of the lemma).

INDUCTION BASE (q = 0). Since the above algorithm operates deterministically in
space∆ ≤ ∆2, the existence ofM is obvious.

INDUCTION STEP (q > 0). Assume that formulas of evolution quantifier depth≤ q− 1
can be decided in deterministic spaceq ·∆2 on some Turing machineM ′, and letϕ have
evolution quantifier depthq. If ϕ is of form Eψ (resp.,Aψ), then the above algorithm
amounts to a nondeterministic oracle Turing machineM ′ using work space bounded by
∆ and calling an oracle for deciding subformulas of formEψ′ (resp.,Aψ′). By Savitch’s
Theorem, there is a deterministic Turing machineM ′′ using work space at most∆2

which is equivalent toM ′ and uses the same oracle set. By the induction hypothesis,
the oracle queries can be deterministically decided in spaceq ·∆2. Hence, fromM ′′ we
can construct a deterministic Turing machineM decidingEF , s |= ϕ which operates
in work space∆2 + q ·∆2 = (q + 1)∆2. ThisM is easily extended to decide allϕ of
evolution quantifier depthq within the same space bound. This concludes the induction
and the proof of the lemma. 2

We then obtain the following complexity results.

Theorem 8. DecidingEF , s |= ϕ, given a regular propositional evolution frameEF =
〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉, a knowledge states, and a formulaϕ is

1. 2-EXPSPACE-complete, ifBel(·) is k-local for somek which is polynomial in
‖EF‖, andcompEF (·) is incremental;

2. EXPSPACE-complete, ifEF is c-bounded, wherec is polynomial in‖EF‖, con-
tracting, and functionsΠ andρ are computable in space polynomial in the size of
compEF (·).

3. PSPACE-complete, ifEF is as in 2 and, moreover, all rules in the compilations
compEF (s′) of descendantss′ of s are from a setR0 of size polynomial in‖EF‖.

Proof. We first prove the upper bounds of these results. Recall that we assume a fi-
nite propositional alphabetA. Hence, by Condition 3 of a regular evolution frameEF ,
there are only finitely many different belief setsBel(s). Indeed, the number of rules of
lengthL is bounded by(4|A|)L, and hence there areO(2‖EF‖l1

) (single exponential
in EF ) many rules, wherel1 is some constant, which are relevant for characterizing

belief sets, and there areO(22‖EF‖l1

), i.e., double exponentially many, different belief

setsBel(P). This implies that|S/ ≡0
EF | ≤ d whered = O(22‖EF‖l1

) for any set
S ⊆ SEF . Observe also thatEC is finite and|EC| = O(2‖EF‖l2

), for some constant
l2. This follows from the finiteness ofA and the fact that rules in events, as well as
events themselves, have size at most polynomial in‖EF‖. In particular, there exist
O(2‖EF‖l2,1

) many different rules in events, for some constantl2,1, and thus there are

O(2‖EF‖l2,1
)‖EF‖l2,2

= O(2‖EF‖l2
) many different events inEC, for some constants

l2,2 andl2. In the following, letS = dsc(s).
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Membership, Part 1. In order to prove an upper bound for Part 1 of the theorem, since
Bel(·) is k-local,compEF (·) is incremental, and≡0

EF has finite index with respect to
S, which is successor closed, Theorem 3 can be applied, establishing that≡EF has
finite index with respect toS. Recall from the proof of Theorem 3 that an upper bound
for |S/ ≡EF| is given byd 2|EC|k , wherek is polynomial in‖EF‖, i.e.,k = ‖EF‖l3 for
some constantl3. Furthermore,|EC| = O(2‖EF‖l2

), for constantl2. Hence, we obtain
that there are at most

d(2O(2‖EF‖l2
)‖EF‖l3

) = dO(2‖EF‖l2+l3
) = O(22‖EF‖l1

)
O(2‖EF‖l2+l3

)

= O(22‖EF‖l

),

i.e., double exponentially many knowledge statess′∈S which are pairwise not strongly

equivalent, for some constantl; in other words,|S/ ≡EF | = O(22‖EF‖l

). Furthermore,
we can store a representative,s′, of every class inS/ ≡EF by storingKB and at most
double exponentially many events. Since every event can be stored in polynomial space,
overall double exponential space is sufficient to stores′. By application of Lemma 3,
EF , s |= ϕ can be verified in space polynomial in(q + 1) · (ms + log c + ‖EF‖ +

‖ϕ‖). We have shown above thatms satisfiesms = O(22‖EF‖l0

), for some constantl0.
Furthermore, we have shown that the index of≡EF with respect toS, c, satisfiesc =

O(22‖EF‖l

). Hence,log c = O(2‖EF‖l′

), for a constantl′. Consequently,EF , s |= ϕ
can be verified in2-EXPSPACE.

Membership, Part 2. An upper bound for Part 2 of the theorem can be obtained as fol-
lows. The fact that≡0

EF has finite index with respect toS implies that≡0
EF∗ has finite

index with respect toS, too. And, as we have shown in the proof of Theorem 7, canon-
ical c-equivalence implies strong canonical equivalence in ac-bounded, contracting
evolution frame. Thus,≡can

EF has finite index with respect toS by Theorem 2. Further-
more, according to Theorem 6,≡can

EF is compatible with≡EF . Hence, we may repre-
sentBel(s′), s′ ∈ S, by the canonical compilationcompEF∗(s′), together with the
last c events ins′, wherec is polynomial in‖EF‖. The polynomial size bound for
rules incompEF (s′) also holds forcompEF∗(s′) and thus, sinceEF is contracting,
‖compEF∗(s′)‖ is bounded by the number of different rules, which isO(2‖EF‖l

), for
some constantl. Recalling the bound ofO(2|R0|(log |R0|+1)) for the number of different
canonical compilations from the proof of Theorem 7, we obtain that there are

O(22‖EF‖l′

·(log 2‖EF‖l′

+1)) = O(22‖EF‖l′′

),

i.e., double exponential many different canonical compilations, wherel′ andl′′ are suit-
able constants. Multiplied with the number of possibilities for the lastc events,|EC|c,
which is single exponential, as

|EC|c = O(2‖EF‖l2

)c = O(2‖EF‖h

),

for some constanth, we obtain again that there are at most double exponentiallymany
knowledge statess′ ∈ S which are pairwise not strongly equivalent. However, since

‖compEF∗(s′)‖ ≤ |A|‖EF‖l1
= O(2‖EF‖h′

), for some constanth′, we can represent
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every strongly inequivalent descendants′ ∈ S of s, usingcompEF∗(s′) together with
the lastc events in single exponential space. Thus, EXPSPACE membership follows
from Lemma 3.

Membership, Part 3. Next, we prove PSPACE membership for Part 3 of the theorem.
The additional condition oncompEF (s′) that all rules are from a setR0 of size polyno-
mial in ‖EF‖ guarantees that‖compEF∗(s′)‖ is polynomial in the size ofEF , for any
s′ ∈ S. Using the same estimate as above, we thus obtain at most single exponentially
many different canonical compilations, for statess′. Multiplied with the exponential
number of possibilities for the lastc events, we now obtain at most single exponen-
tially many strongly inequivalent descendants ofs. For storing them, we use again
compEF∗(s′) together with the lastc events, requiring the space of‖compEF∗(s′)‖
plusc times the space of an event. Since‖compEF∗(s′)‖, c, and the size of an event are
all polynomial in the size ofEF , overall polynomial space is needed for representation,
establishing PSPACE membership in virtue of Lemma 3.

Hardness. We show the lower bounds by encoding suitable Turing machine computa-
tions, using padding techniques, into particular evolution frames. In order to obtain a
lower bound for Part 1, consider a regular evolution frameEF , whereA = {Ai | 1 ≤
i ≤ n} ∪ {accept}, hence,|A | = n + 1, andBel(P), defined below, is semantically
given by a set of classical interpretations, wherenot is classical negation and repetition
of literals in rule bodies is immaterial. Then, there exist2n+1 classical interpretations
yielding 22n+1

different belief setsB0, . . . , B22n+1−1. We assume an enumeration of
interpretationsI0, . . . , I2n+1−1, such thatI0 does not containaccept . Moreover, we
consider a single eventE = ∅. Let l = 22n

. The number of events,i, encountered
for reaching a successor states′ of s0 in i < l steps serves as an index of its belief
set, i.e.,Bel(s′) = Bi. For i < l − 1, Bi is obtained using interpretationsI0 andIj
as models, such that thej-th bit, 1 ≤ j ≤ log l = 2n, of index i is 1. Thus, the be-
lief setsB0, . . . , Bl−2 are pairwise distinct and under classical model-based semantics,
accept /∈ Bi holds for0 ≤ i ≤ l − 2.

In statesl−1, we simulate in polynomial time the behavior of an2-EXPSPACE
Turing machineM on some fixed inputI. To this end, we use an actiona and an update
policy Π , such thatΠ(s, E) = a for |s| = m · l + l − 1, m ≥ 0, if M accepts
I, andΠ(s, E) = ∅ otherwise. For all other knowledge states, i.e., if|s| mod l 6=
l − 1, Π(s, E) = ∅. The realization assignmentρ(s,A) is incremental and adds an
empty program,∅, if A = ∅, and the program{accept ← } in case ofA = {a}. The
semanticsBel(P1, . . . , Pk) is as follows. Ifk mod l 6= l − 1, thenBel(P1, . . . , Pk) =
Bj , wherej = k mod l. Otherwise, ifPk = {accept ← }, thenBel(P1, . . . , Pk) = B,
whereB is a fixed belief set containingaccept , and, if Pk 6= {accept ← }, then
Bel(P1, . . . , Pk) = Bl−1, whereBl−1 is defined asBi for i < l − 1, i.e.,accept /∈
Bl−1. As easy to see, there are at mostl+1 statess0, . . . , sl which are not0-equivalent,
and1-equivalence of two statess ands′ implies strong equivalence ofs ands′. To see
the latter, observe thats ≡1

EF s′ iff |s| mod (l+ 1) = |s′| mod (l+ 1). Thus,Bel(·) is
local. Furthermore, it is easily verified that the functionsΠ andρ can be computed in
polynomial time. The same is true for decidingr ∈ Bel(P), P = (P1, . . . , Pk), where
we proceed as follows. We first computej = k mod l. If j 6= l − 1, then we scan
the bitsb1, b2, . . . , blog j of j, and for every bitbj′ such thatbj′ = 1, we compute its
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index, j′, in binary (which occupies at mostn bits), and extend its representation to
lengthn by adding leading zeros if necessary. The resulting binary string is regarded
as representation of the interpretationIj′ , where the bits encode the truth values of the
atomsA1, . . . , An andaccept is false. Hence, each modelJ of P can be computed
in polynomial time; checking whetherJ |= r is easy. Thus, decidingr ∈ Bel(P) is
polynomial if j 6= l − 1. Otherwise, i.e., ifj = l − 1, depending onPk, r ∈ B (resp.,
r ∈ Bl−1) can be similarly decided in polynomial time.

Summarizing,Bl−1 containsaccept iff M acceptsI iff EF , s0 |= EFaccept . Note
that the dual formulaϕ = AGaccept can be used if everyB0, . . . , Bl−2 containsaccept
(andBl−1 containsaccept iff M acceptsI). Furthermore, the membership testsE ∈ EC
andr ∈ Bel(P), as well as the functionsΠ andρ, are computable in PSPACE (in fact,
even in polynomial time), thus deciding TEMPEVO in EF is 2-EXPSPACE-hard.

Let us now prove a lower bound for Part 2 of the theorem. Again,we consider a
regular evolution frameEF over a finite alphabetA = {Ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {accept}.
Moreover, we consider the single eventE = ∅. Let compEF (·) be an incremental
compilation function that compiles a knowledge states, |s| < 2n, into a sequence of
programs,P = ({r0}, , . . . , {r|s|−1}), consisting of|s| programs each consisting of a
single positive, non-tautological rule, such that all rules are pairwise distinct and do not
containaccept . Furthermore, let the semanticsBel(·) be given byBel(P0, , . . . , Pn)
containing all rules which are true in the classical models of Pn. Note that under these
assumptions, all states of length less than2n have mutually different belief sets, and
compEF (·) = compcan

EF (·).
In states, |s| = 2n, we simulate in polynomial time the behavior of an EXPSPACE

Turing machineM on inputI. To this end,Π(π2n−1(s), E) returnsA = {a}, wherea
is an action which causesaccept to be included in the belief setB2n iff M acceptsI,
otherwiseΠ(π2n−1(s), E) = ∅. For all knowledge statess′, such that|s′| mod 2n 6=
0, Π(π|s′|−1(s

′), E) = ∅. Thus,M acceptsI iff EF , s0 |= EFaccept . SinceEF is
contracting and0-bounded, and since the membership testsE ∈ EC andr ∈ Bel(·),
as well as the functionsΠ andρ are computable in PSPACE, it follows that deciding
TEMPEVO in EF is EXPSPACE-hard.

Finally, we give a proof for the lower bound of Part 3 of the theorem, by encoding
the problem of evaluating a quantified Boolean formula (QBF), which is well known
to be PSPACE-hard, in theEPI framework: Letψ = Q1x1 . . . Qnxnα be a QBF and
let ϕ = PQ1x1, . . . PQnxnα, wherePQi = A if Qi = ∀ andPQi = E if Qi = ∃,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, be its corresponding state formula. Consider the following evolution frame
EF EPI, whereA = {xi, ci | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {0, 1}, the initial knowledge baseKB =
{xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {c1}, EC = {{0}, {1}}, and the update policyΠEPI is given by the
following actions:

ΠEPI(s, E) = { assert(ci+1) | ci ∈ Bel(s), 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}∪
{ retract(ci) | ci ∈ Bel(s), 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪
{ assert(¬xi) | ci ∈ Bel(s), 0 ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪
{ retract(xi) | ci ∈ Bel(s), 0 ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Intuitively, a counter for events is implemented using atoms ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and each
event, which may be0 or 1, assigns a truth value to the variable encoded by literals
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over atomsxi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Hence,ΠEPI creates a truth assignment inn steps. Thus,
it is easily verified thatEF EPI,KB |= ϕ iff ψ is true. Note that aftern steps, i.e., for
all knowledge states|s| ≥ n, ΠEPI(s, E) is always empty. This implies thatEF EPI is
n-bounded. Moreover,Π is factual, i.e., it consists only of facts (of update commands),
yielding a contracting compilation functioncompEPI(·) which uses only facts overA.
Thus, and since the membership testsE ∈ EC andr ∈ BelE(·), as well as the functions
Π andρ are computable in PSPACE, it follows that TEMPEVO in Part 3 is PSPACE-
hard. 2

While, for the propositionalEPI framework,Bel(s) depends in general on all events
in s, it is possible to restrictACEPI to the commandsassert andretract, by efficient
coding techniques which store relevant history information in Bel(s), such that the
compilation incompEPI(s) depends only onBel(πn−1(s)) and the last eventEn in s,
as shown in [16]. Furthermore, the policyΠEPI is sensible only to polynomially many
rules in events, andcompEPI(s) contains only rules from a fixed setR0 of rules, whose
size is polynomial in the representation size ofEF . Thus, by Part 3 of Theorem 8, we
get the following result.

Corollary 3. LetEF = 〈A, EC,ACEPI, ΠEPI, ρEPI, BelE〉 be a propositionalEPI evo-
lution frame, lets be a knowledge state, and letϕ be a formula. Then, decidingEF , s |=
ϕ is PSPACE-complete.

The encoding of the QBF evaluation problem in the proof of Part 3 of Theorem 8
has further interesting properties. The initial knowledgebase used,KB , is stratified
and the resulting update policy is alsostratifiedandfactualas defined in [15, 16]. This
means thatr ∈ BelE(P) can be decided in polynomial time for the given evolution
frame. Since, moreover, the membership testE ∈ EC, as well as the functionsΠ andρ
are computable in polynomial time, we get another corollary. To this end, we introduce
the following notion.

Definition 15. Let EF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉 be a propositional evolution frame.
EF is called strongly regularif the membership testsE ∈ EC and r ∈ Bel(P) are
feasible in polynomial time, as well asΠ andρ are computable in polynomial time.

Now we can state the following result.

Corollary 4. DecidingEF , s |= ϕ, given a strongly regular propositional evolution
frameEF = 〈A, EC,AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉, a knowledge states, and a formulaϕ, isPSPACE-
complete, ifEF is c-bounded, wherec is polynomial in‖EF‖, contracting, and all
rules in the compilationscompEF (s′) of descendantss′ of s are from a setR0 of size
polynomial in‖EF‖.

Thus, concerning evolution frames according to Part 3 of Theorem 8, we stay within
the same complexity class if we suppose strong regularity. For strongly regular evolu-
tion frames according to Parts 1 and 2 of the theorem, we can establish the following
result.

Theorem 9. Given a strongly regular propositional evolution frame,EF = 〈A, EC,
AC, Π, ρ,Bel〉, a knowledge states, and a formulaϕ, decidingEF , s |= ϕ is
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1. 2-EXPTIME-complete, ifBel(·) is k-local for somek which is polynomial in
‖EF‖, andcompEF (·) is incremental;

2. EXPSPACE-complete, ifEF is c-bounded, wherec is polynomial in‖EF‖, and
contracting.

Proof. We first prove2-EXPTIME membership for Part 1 of the theorem.
We do so by constructing a Kripke structureK ′ = 〈S′, R′, L′〉 in double expo-

nential time in‖EF‖, such thatK ′, s |= ϕ iff EF , s |= ϕ, andS′, R′ are of size
at most double exponential in the size ofEF . This proves2-EXPTIME membership
by a well known result from model checking [11], stating thatthere is an algorithm
for determining whetherϕ is true in states of K ′ = 〈S′, R′, L′〉, running in time
O(|ϕ| · (|S′|+ |R′|)), where|ϕ| denotes the evolution quantifier nesting depth ofϕ.

The Kripke structureK ′ = 〈S′, R′, L′〉 results from the Kripke structureKE,S
EF =

〈S,R,L〉, whereE = S/ ≡EF , by restricting the labelingL to atomic subformulas of
ϕ. LetAϕ denote the set of all atomic subformulas inϕ. Then,S′ = S,R′ = R, andL′

is the labeling function assigning to everys ∈ S′ a labelL′(s) = Bel(s)∩Aϕ. It is well
known thatK ′, s |= ϕ iff KE,S

EF , s |= ϕ, which in turn holds iffEF , s |= ϕ. Recall from
the proof of Lemma 3 that in order to proveEF , s |= ϕ, paths need to be considered
only up to lengthc, wherec = |E| is the maximum number of strongly inequivalent
descendants ofs. Moreover, we can use one knowledge state as a representative for ev-
ery equivalence class inE, thusc strongly inequivalent knowledge states are sufficient.
Recall also from the proof of Part 1 of Theorem 8 that for the given evolution frame
EF , c is double exponential in‖EF‖, and that there are at most single exponentially
many different events, i.e.,|EC| = O(2‖EF‖l

). We constructK ′ using a branch and
bound algorithm that proceeds as follows.

The algorithm maintains a setO of open knowledge states, as well as the setsS′,
R′, andL′ of K ′. Initially, O = {s}, S′ = {s}, R′ = ∅, andL′(s) = Bel(s) ∩ Aϕ.
For every knowledge states ∈ O, the algorithm removess from O and generates all
possible (immediate) successor statess′ of s. For every suchs′, it is checked whether
it is strongly inequivalent to everys ∈ S. If so,s′ is added toO andS, the tuple〈s, s′〉
is added toR, andL′(s′) = Bel(s′) ∩ Aϕ is computed. Otherwise, ifs′ is strongly
equivalent to a knowledge sates′′ ∈ S′, then the tuple〈s′, s′′〉 is added toR′. The
algorithm proceeds untilO is empty.

Since there are at mostc strongly inequivalent descendants ofs, the algorithm puts
intoO at mostc, i.e., double exponentially many knowledge states, each ofwhich has
size at most double exponential in‖EF‖. Furthermore, since there exist at most single
exponentially many different events, in every expansion ofa node inO, at most expo-
nentially many successors are generated, each in polynomial time. SinceBel(·) is poly-
nomial andk-local, we can detects ≡EF s′ in single exponential time by comparing the
treesT (s) andT (s′) up to depthk, respectively. On levels 0, 1, . . . ,k, T (s) andT (s′)

contain|EC|2k = O(2‖EF‖l

)2k = O(2‖EF‖l′

) many nodes each, wherel′ is some con-
stant. For each pairs1 ands′1 of corresponding nodes inT (s) andT (s′), we must check
whetherBel(s1) = Bel(s′1) holds. Condition 3 of a regular evolution frameEF im-
plies that single exponentially many testsr ∈ Bel(comp(s1)) iff r ∈ Bel(comp(s′1))
(for all rulesr of length polynomial in‖EF‖) are sufficient. Strong regularity implies
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that decidingr ∈ Bel(s1) = Bel(comp(s1)) andr ∈ Bel(s′1) = Bel(comp(s′1)) are
polynomial. Hence, decidingBel(s1) = Bel(s′1) is feasible in single exponential time
in ‖EF‖.

Summing up, testing for (at most) double exponentially manyknowledge statess
times single exponentially many successor statess′ whethers ≡EF s′ can be done in

O(22‖EF‖l1

· 2‖EF‖l2

· 2‖EF‖l3

) = O(22‖EF‖l

)

time, for constantsl1, l2, l3 and l. Thus, the overall algorithm proceeds in double ex-
ponential time, i.e.,K ′ can be computed in in double exponential time. This proves
2-EXPTIME membership ofEF , s |= ϕ.

Hardness follows from a suitable encoding of2-EXPTIME Turing machinesM . To
this end, a similar construction as in the hardness proof of Part 1 of Theorem 8 can
be used, where the update policyΠ(s, E) simulates a2-EXPTIME Turing machine
rather than a2-EXPSPACE Turing machine; note that the components ofEF there
have polynomial time complexity.

We prove Part 2 of the theorem by showing that the lower bound does not decrease when
demanding strong regularity. To this end, we encode the computations of an EXPSPACE
Turing machine,M , into a strongly regular evolution frameEF , such thatEF is c-
bounded, wherec is polynomial in‖EF‖, and contracting.

Assume thatM has binary tape alphabet{0, 1} and runs in space2l, wherel is
polynomial in‖EF‖. Let us consider the following strongly regular evolution frame
EF , whereA = {Ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ l} ∪ {Pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ l} ∪ {Qi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {Qaccept},
hence,|A | = 2l + m + 1 = k. Then, there exist2k classical models, which we use
to represent the configuration ofM as follows. AtomsQi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, andQaccept

encode the state ofM . Literals over atomsAi andPi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, are used to represent
an index ofM ’s tape in binary format. We use a “disjunctive” semantics asfollows.
Observe that we could use conjunctions of literals over atomsQi andPi to encode the
current state ofM and the position ofM ’s head, and conjunctions of literals over atoms
Ai to encode the fact that the tape cell at the encoded index contains1. By building the
disjunction of a set of such conjunctions, we get a formula indisjunctive normal form
(DNF) describing by its models the current configuration ofM . We can make use of this
observation by stipulating that we use rules to describe anti-models, i.e., interpretations
which are not models of the current knowledge baseKB . By definingBel(·), taking the
negation of the conjunction of all rules, we get a DNF, describing the models ofKB , as
intended, andr ∈ Bel(KB) can be computed in polynomial time (by checking whether
r is entailed by every disjunct), as required. Furthermore, the semantics for sequences of
programsBel(P1, . . . , Pn) is defined by the semantics of their unionBel(P1∪· · ·∪Pn).

We simulate in polynomial time the behavior of the EXPSPACE Turing machine
M on inputI as follows. Without loss of generality, we assume that the leftmost cell of
M ’s tape (the cell at index0) is always1, thatM initially is in stateQ0 and its head is
in Position0, and thatM uses the first steps to writeI to the tape (without accepting).
Hence, the initial configuration can be represented by the single disjunct:

Q1 ∧ ¬Q2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Qm ∧ ¬Qaccept ∧ ¬P1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Pl ∧ ¬A1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Al.
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Table 1.Complexity results for regular and strongly regular evolution frames.

evolution frameEF regular strongly regular

(1): k-local & incremental 2-EXPSPACE-complete 2-EXPTIME-complete

(2): c-bounded & contracting EXPSPACE-complete EXPSPACE-complete

(3): (2) & |R0| polynomial PSPACE-complete PSPACE-complete

Thus, the initial knowledge baseKB consists of the single constraint:

← Q1,¬Q2, . . . ,¬Qm,¬Qaccept ,¬P1, . . . ,¬Pl,¬A1, . . . ,¬Al.

We use a single eventE = ∅ as the tick of the clock and letΠ(s, E) implementM ’s
transition function. That is,Π(s, E) is a setA of actionsinsert(r) and delete(r′),
wherer andr′are constraints overA. Furthermore, we useρ± (see Section 3.2) for
adding (resp., removing) the constraints to (resp., from) the knowledge baseKB , which
amounts to the addition (resp., removal) of corresponding disjuncts to (resp., from) the
DNF representing the current configuration ofM . Since for every transition ofM at
most|KB | + 1 rules need to be inserted and at most|KB | rules need to be removed,
Π andρ± are polynomial in the representation size of the belief set.Moreover,M
acceptsI iff EF ,KB |= EFQaccept . SinceEF is contracting and0-bounded, and
since the membership testsE ∈ EC andr ∈ Bel(·), as well as the functionsΠ and
ρ are computable in time polynomial in the size ofEF , deciding TEMPEVO in EF is
EXPSPACE-hard. 2

The complexity results obtained so far are summarized in Table 1. Further results
can be derived by imposing additional meaningful constraints on the problem instances.
We remark that if we restrict the semantics forBel(·) to be defined in terms of a unique
model (e.g., the extended well-founded semantics for ELPs [9, 5]), then in case of a
c-bounded and contracting regular evolution frameEF , the complexity of deciding
TEMPEVO drops from EXPSPACE to PSPACE. This can be argued by the observation
that, in case of a unique model semantics, we have only singleexponentially many
different belief sets, and a knowledge states can be represented by storing the (unique)
model ofcomp(s) and the lastc events, which is possible in polynomial space. On the
other hand, already for0-bounded, contracting, strongly regular evolution frameswith
polynomial-size rule setR0, the problem TEMPEVO is PSPACE-hard, as can be shown
by adapting the construction in the proof of Part 3 in Theorem3 to, e.g., evolution
frames based on stratified or well-founded semantics for ELPs [9, 5].

7.1 Complexity of state equivalence

We conclude our complexity analysis with results concerning weak, strong, andk-
equivalence of two finite propositional update programs underBelE(·) andBel⊕(·),
respectively.
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We can state our first result, concerning the complexity of deciding weak equiva-
lence underBelE(·), as a consequence of Lemma 2 (cf. Section 6.1).

Theorem 10. Deciding whether two given finite propositional update programsP and
Q are weakly equivalent underBelE , i.e., satisfyingBelE(P) = BelE(Q), is coNP-
complete.

Proof. Membership follows from Lemma 2: The problem of checkingBelE(P) =
BelE(Q) for finite propositional update programsP andQ is equivalent to the task of
checking whether they yield the same answer sets, i.e., whetherU(P) = U(Q), which
is in coNP.

For the lower bound, suppose that, without loss of generality, P has no answer set.
Then checking whetherBelE(P) = BelE(Q), for an update sequenceQ, amounts to
the task of testing whetherQ has no answer set, which is coNP-complete (cf. [12]).2

For deciding1-equivalence, the following lemma is useful:

Lemma 4. Let P andQ be finite propositional update programs over possibly infinite
alphabets. Then,P andQ are not 1-equivalent underBelE(·) iff there is an ELPP and
a setS such that(i) S ∈ U(P + P ) butS /∈ U(Q + P ), or vice versa,(ii ) |S| is at most
the number of different literals inP + Q plus1, and(iii ) |P | ≤ |S| + 1. (Note thatP
has polynomial size in the size ofP andQ.)

Proof. Intuitively, this holds since any answer setS of P + P can be generated by at
most |S| many rules. Furthermore, ifS is not an answer set ofQ + P , by unfolding
rules inP we may disregard for anS all but at most one literal which does not occur
in P or Q. To generate a violation ofS in Q + P , an extra rule might be needed; this
means that aP with |P | ≤ |S|+ 1 is sufficient.

If part. Let P andQ be finite propositional update programs andS a set such that Con-
ditions (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Then,P andQ are not1-equivalent, since, by Lemma 2,
BelE(P + P ) 6= BelE(Q + P ) follows from (i).

Only-if part. Let P and Q be finite propositional update programs which are not1-
equivalent, i.e., there exists an ELPP such thatBelE(P +P ) 6= BelE(Q +P ). More-
over, again by application of Lemma 2, there exists a setS such that, without loss of
generality,S ∈ U(P + P ) butS /∈ U(Q + P ), i.e., Condition (i) holds.

By means ofP andS, we construct a programP ′ and a setS′ such that Condi-
tions (i), (ii), and (iii) hold forP ′ andS′: Consider the programΠ1 = ((P ∪ P ) \
Rej (S,P + P ))S . Then, according to the update answer set semantics,S can be gen-
erated from the rules inΠ1 by means of constructing its least fixed-point. Moreover,
this still holds for the following simplificationPS

0 of PS . First, all rules which are not
applied when constructingS can be removed. Second, among the remaining rules, we
delete all rules with equal heads, except one of them, namelythe rule which is applied
first in the least fixed-point construction ofS. (If several rules with equal head are ap-
plied at this level of the fixed-point construction, then we keep an arbitrary of them.)
Thus,PS

0 consists ofk positive rules,r1, . . . , rk, with k different heads,L1, , . . . , Lk,
which are exactly those literals derived byPS

0 . Hence,|PS
0 | ≤ |S|.
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We will create the programP ′ from PS
0 by employing unfolding. This means that

some of the literalsLi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, will be eliminated by replacing every ruler ∈ PS
0

such thatLi ∈ B(r) by a ruler′ such thatH(r′) = H(r) andB(r′) = (B(r) \
{Li}) ∪ B(ri), whereri is the (single) rule havingH(ri) = Li. Consider the program
Π2 = (Q∪P \Rej (S,Q +P ))S . SinceS is not inU(Q +P ), it has a least fixed-point
different fromS. There are two scenarios:

1. Some literalLi ∈ S cannot be derived inΠ2. Let S′ = {L ∈ S |L occurs in
P + Q} ∪ {Li}, and construct the programP ′ from PS

0 by unfolding, eliminating
all literalsL /∈ S′.

2. All literalsLi ∈ S can be derived, as well as some literalLk+1 /∈ S is derived by
a ruler ∈ PS \ PS

0 . Let S′ = {L ∈ S |L occurs inP + Q} ∪ {Lk+1}, and build
P ′ from PS

0 by adding the rulerk+1 : Lk+1 ← B(r) and eliminating all literals
L /∈ S′ from the resulting program by unfolding.

Then, in both cases,S′ is not a least fixed-point of((Q∪P ′) \Rej (S′, Q +P ′))S′

,
while it is a least fixed-point of((P∪P ′)\Rej (S′,P+P ′))S′

. This proves Condition (i).
Furthermore,|S′| is at most the number of different literals inP+Q plus1, and|PS

0 | ≤
|S| implies|P ′| ≤ |S′|+ 1. Hence, Conditions (ii) and (iii) hold. 2

Theorem 11. Deciding strong equivalence(or k-equivalence, for a givenk ≥ 0) of two
given finite propositional update programsP andQ over possibly infinite alphabets, is
coNP-complete underBelE(·).

Proof. For k = 0, the result is given by Theorem 10. Since, according to Theorem 4,
1-equivalence impliesk-equivalence for allk ≥ 1 underBelE(·), it remains to show
coNP-completeness fork = 1.

Membership follows from Lemma 4: For deciding whetherP and Q are not1-
equivalent, we guess a setS and a programP according to Conditions (ii) and (iii)
of Lemma 4. Then we check in time polynomial in the size ofP + Q whetherP andQ
are not1-equivalent. Hence, this problem is in NP. Consequently, checking whetherP
andQ are1-equivalent is in coNP.

For showing coNP-hardness, fork = 1, we give a reduction from the problem
of tautology checking. Consider a formulaF =

∨m

i=1(Li1 ∧ Li1 ∧ Li3) over atoms
A1, . . . , An, and two programsP andQ over an alphabetA ⊇ {A1, . . . , An, T } as
follows:

P = {¬Ai ← not Ai, Ai ← not ¬Ai | i = 1, . . . , n} ∪

{T ← Lj1, Lj2, Lj3 | j = 1, . . . ,m};

Q = {¬Ai ← not Ai, Ai ← not ¬Ai | i = 1, . . . , n} ∪

{T ← }.

Clearly,P andQ can be constructed in polynomial time. We show thatF is a tautology
if and only ifP andQ are1-step equivalent.

If part. SupposeF is not a tautology. Then, there is a truth assignmentσ toA1, . . . , An

such thatF is false, i.e.,Li1 ∧ Li1 ∧ Li3 is false for1 ≤ i ≤ m. LetR be the program
consisting of factsAi ←, for every atomAi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which is true inσ. It is easily
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verified that the setS = {Ai | Ai ←∈ R} ∪ {¬Aj | Aj ← /∈ R} is the only update
answer set ofP +R, whileS′ = S∪{T } is the only update answer set ofQ+R. Thus,
P andQ are not1-equivalent.

Only-if part. SupposeF is a tautology. Towards a contradiction, assume thatP andQ
are not1-equivalent. Then, by virtue of Lemma 2, there is a (consistent) programR and
some setS such that eitherS ∈ U(P + R) andS /∈ U(Q + R), or S /∈ U(P + R)
andS ∈ U(Q + R) holds. Observe that, for any setS and every programR, the
setsRej (S, P + R) andRej (S,Q + R) do not differ with respect to rules inP ∩ Q.
Furthermore,PS andQS do not differ with respect to to rules in(P ∩Q)S .

We first show that|S ∩ {Ai,¬Ai}| = 1 holds, for1 ≤ i ≤ n. Indeed, sinceS
is consistent,{Ai,¬Ai} ⊆ S cannot hold for any1 ≤ i ≤ n. On the other hand,
suppose that neitherAi ∈ S, nor ¬Ai ∈ S holds for some1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then,S
entails the rules¬Ai ← not Ai andAi ← not ¬Ai of P ∩ Q, which also cannot be
rejected (since neitherAi ∈ S nor¬Ai ∈ S). Thus, both¬Ai ← andAi ← are in
((P ∪R) \Rej (S, P +R))S as well as in((Q∪R) \Rej (S,Q+R))S . However, this
contradicts the assumption thatS is a consistent answer set of eitherP + R orQ+R.
This proves|S ∩ {Ai,¬Ai}| = 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Assume first that¬T ∈ S. Then, every ruler of P such thatH(r) = T and
S |= B(r) are inRej (S, P+R), andT ← is inRej (S,Q+R). SinceS is an answer set
of eitherP+R orQ+R, it is either the least set of literals closed under the rulesof P1 =
((P ∪R) \Rej (S, P +R))S or under the rules ofQ1 = ((Q∪R) \Rej (S,Q+R))S .
SinceP andQ coincide on all rules with head different fromT , it follows thatS must
be the least set of literals closed under the rules ofP1 as well as ofQ1. Thus,S is an
answer set of bothP +R andQ+R, which is a contradiction. Hence,¬T /∈ S holds.

It is now easy to show thatT ∈ S must hold. Indeed, ifS ∈ U(P + R), then,
sinceF is a tautology,S |= B(r) for some ruler ∈ P such thatH(r) = T . Moreover,
r /∈ Rej (S, P + R) since¬T /∈ S, which in turn meansT ∈ S. If, on the other hand,
S is an answer set ofQ+ R, thenT ← /∈ Rej (S,Q+ R) holds, and thusT ∈ S must
hold.

Now suppose thatS ∈ U(P +R). SinceF is a tautology,S |= B(r) for some rule
r ∈ P such thatH(r) = T . Since¬T /∈ S, it follows thatT ∈ S. SinceT ← is
in Q, andP andQ coincide on all rules except those with headT , it follows thatS is
the least set of literals closed under the rules of((Q ∪ R) \ Rej (S,Q + R))S). Thus,
S ∈ U(Q + R), which is a contradiction. On the other hand, supposeS /∈ U(Q + R)
first. Since¬T /∈ S, we haveT ∈ S, and thus clearlyS must be the least set of literals
closed under the rules of((P ∪R) \Rej (S, P +R))S). Hence,S ∈ U(P +R), which
is again a contradiction.

Hence, a programR and a setS as hypothesized cannot exist. This shows thatP
andQ are 1-equivalent.

We have shown that for everyk ≥ 0, decidingk-equivalence of finite proposi-
tional update sequencesP andQ is coNP-complete under theBelE(·) semantics, which
proves our result. 2

In [25] it is shown that two dynamic logic programs,P andQ, are notk-equivalent,
for k > 0, iff there exists a GLPP such thatD(P + P ) 6= D(Q + P ). This result,
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together with a corresponding version of Lemma 2 and complexity results for dynamic
logic programming from [25], can be used to obtain the following analogous result.

Proposition 2. Deciding weak, strong, ork-equivalence, for a givenk ≥ 0, of two
given finite propositional dynamic logic programsP and Q, is coNP-complete under
Bel⊕(·).

8 Related Work and Conclusion

Our work on evolving nonmonotonic knowledge bases is related to several works in the
literature on different issues.

Clearly, our formalization of reasoning from evolution frames is closely related to
model checking of CTL formulas [11], and so are our complexity results. The major
difference is, however, that in Kripke structures the models are given implicitly by its
labels. Nevertheless, since the semantics of evolution frames can be captured by Kripke
structures, it is suggestive to transform reasoning problems on them into model check-
ing problems. However, in current model checking systems (e.g., theSymbolic Model
Verifier (SMV) [29], or its new version NuSMV [10]), state transitions must be speci-
fied in a polynomial-time language, but descriptions of these Kripke structures would
require exponential space even for evolution frames with PSPACE complexity (e.g.,
EPI evolution frames). Thus, extensions of model checking systems would be needed
for fruitful usability.

Our filtration results for identifying finitary characterizations, which are based on
various notions of equivalence between knowledge states, are somewhat related to re-
sults in [30, 26], obtained independently of our work and of each other. While we were
concerned with the equivalence of sequences of ELPs (including the case of single
ELPs), one can define two logic programs,P1 andP2, to be equivalent (i.e., weakly
equivalent in our terminology), if they yield the same answer sets. They are called
strongly equivalent, similar in spirit to1-equivalence in our terminology, iff, for any
logic programP , programsP1 ∪ P andP2 ∪ P have the same answer sets. Pearceet
al. [30] investigated efficient (i.e., linear-time computable) encodings ofnested logic
programs, a proper generalization of disjunctive logic programs, into QBFs. In accor-
dance with our results, they found that deciding whether twopropositional nested logic
programs are strongly equivalent is coNP-complete. In [26], the same result has been
shown, but merely for disjunctive logic programs.

Lobo et al. introduced thePDL [22] language for policies, which containevent-
condition-action rules, serving for modeling reactive behavior on observations from
an environment. While similar in spirit, their model is different, and [22] focuses on
detecting action conflicts (which, in our framework, is not an issue). In [23], reason-
ing tasks are considered which center around actions. Further related research is on
planning, where certain reachability problems are PSPACE-complete (cf. [7]). Similar
results were obtained in [33] for related agent design problems. However, in all these
works, the problems considered are ad hoc, and no reasoning language is considered.

Faginet al.’s [18] important work on knowledge in multi-agent systems addresses
evolving knowledge, but mainly at an axiomatic level. Wooldridge’s [32] logic for rea-
soning about multi-agent systems embeds CTL∗ and has belief, desire and intention
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modalities. The underlying model is very broad, and aims at agent communication and
cooperation. It remains to see how our particular frameworkfits into these approaches.

Leite [25] introduces in his Ph.D. thesis a language, KABUL,which is inspired
by our EPI language, but goes beyond it, since this language foresees also possible
updates to the update policy. That is, the functionΠ may change over time, depending
on external events. This is not modeled by our evolution frames, in whichΠ is the
same at every instance of time. However, a generalization towards a time-dependent
update policy—and possibly other time-dependent components of an evolution frame—
seems not difficult to accomplish. Furthermore, Leite’s work does not include a formal
language for expressing properties of evolving knowledge bases like ours, and also does
not address complexity issues of the framework.

8.1 Further work

In this paper, we have presented a general framework for modeling knowledge bases
built over (extended) logic programs, for which we have thendefined a formal lan-
guage,EKBL, for stating and evaluating properties of a nonmonotonic knowledge base
which evolves over time. As we have shown, this framework, which results from an ab-
straction of previous work on update languages for nonmonotonic logic programs [15,
16], can be used to abstractly model several approaches for updating logic programs in
the literature. Knowledge about properties of the framework may thus be helpful to infer
properties of these and other update approaches, and in particular about their computa-
tional properties. In this line, we have studied semantic properties of the framework, and
we have identified several classes of evolution frames for which reasoning about evolv-
ing knowledge bases in the languageEKBL is decidable. In the course of this, we have
established that reasoning about propositional evolving knowledge bases maintained by
EPI update policies under the answer set semantics [15, 16] is PSPACE-complete.

While we have tackled several issues in this paper, other issues remain for further
work. One issue is to identify further meaningful semantic constraints on evolution
frames or their components, and investigate the semantic and computational properties
of the resultant evolution frames. For example, iterativity of the compilationcompEF ,
i.e., where the events are incorporated one at a time, or properties of the belief operator
Bel, would be interesting to explore.

Another interesting topic, and actually related to this, isfinding fragments of lower
comlexity and, in particular, of polynomial-time complexity. Furthermore, the inves-
tigation of special event classes, e.g.,event patterns, which exhibit regularities in se-
quences of events, is an interesting issue.
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